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SUMMARY 

Ulis report covers the in?.t:al program to establish the feasibility of a new 

line intrusion detection concept based on an active ultrasonic electret tape transducer. 

Hie idea is to eleciricaUy drive a long multi-layered tape transducer having an 

electret layer and elaetically  coupled (moving) layers at an ultr^öo**?t frt aency 

so that it radiates a narrow beam of ultrasound all along its length.   An object moving 

into the ensonified region reflects some of the energy back to the tape transducer. 

The reflected signal is picked up by the tape transducer acting as a microphone and 

is separated from the driving signal by a special hybrid electronic package that 

utilizes the Doppler shift in the reflected signal.   A processor then operates on 

the received signal to generate the appropriate alarm.   This study was aimed 

primarily at electret transducer development .ather than at the total detection system. 

The approach included both analytical and experimental tasks.   First, a 

theoretical model based on a lumped-element harmonic electromechanical analysis 

was derived and programmed for a high speed digital computer so that the effects 

of 14 transducer parameters on its performance both as a radiator ^d as a receiver 

could be assessed (Sec. 2).    In the laboratory a "liquid contact" method was 

developed for charging the FEP films used in the transducer as the electret layer 

(Sec. 3.2).   Then methods were developed for fabricating short samples of the 

electret tape transducer (Sec. 3.4) that were designed on the basis of the computer 

modeling results, additional analytical work (Sec. 3.3) and material availability. 

After fabricating four small samples, test procedures were develjped and implemented 

to evaluate the active and passive performance characteristics of the transducers 

(3ec. 3.5).   Methods for making longer samples were then developed and four longer 

samples (. 12 to . 5 m) were constructed.   Two of these were used to demonstrate he 

intrusion detection capability of the transducers by comparing the target-reflected 

signal irom the receiving transducer with the signal used to drive the radiating 

transducer.   The primary conclusions of thia program are: 

1. The ultrasonic doppler detection concept appears to be sound and the 

electret tape developed appears to be an adequate source and receiver 

for such a system. 

2. Construction techniques are available for fabricating short tape transducers 

(0.5 m so far) that have open circuit sensitivities of at least -69 dB re 1 V/Pa 

iii 
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and radiation efficiencies of at least 0.01%.   Since this performance level 

was achieved on our fourth sample, it is felt that significant improvements 

will be made in subsequent samples. 

3. A computer implemented model of the transducer has been developed for 

use in assessing its performance as a radiator, receiver and in a detection 

system.   Discrepancies between the predictions of the model and the 

measurements in the lab appear to be due to non-uniformities in the 

hand-made transducers. 
4. An adequate liquid contact charging technique has been developed that 

produces effective surf ace charge densities on 50 ptm FEP of at least 

0. i m C/m    even after four months.   The typical decay rate is observed 

to be about 1 dB/time doubling after the first ten days. 
5. The internal mechanical damping is very large in the current transducers 

( ~50 to 70 times the.characteristic impedance of air).   This makes for 

lower efficiency but allows for fairly broad band operation so that the 

detection system can be operated over a frequency range of at least half 

an octave, 

iv 
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EVALUATION 

The objective of this effort was to determine the feasibility of a 
new line transducer based on an active ultrasonic electret tape concept. 
It consists of a long multi-layered tape transducer having an electret 
layer which is driven at an ultrasonic frequency. A moving layer radiates 
this frequency all along the length of the transducer. An object entering > 
the field reflects some of the energy back to the transducer which is 
detected, separated from the transmitted signal, and processed as an alarm. 

In this effort, the major problem that were solved included:  charging 
the electret, bonding and laminating the various layers and the development 
of suitable test procedures to evaluate the tape. The success obtained 
in this phase of the effort now allows the design and fabrication of a 
hybrid electronics unit and extending the transducer to long lengths. 

The next phase of this development will result in the fabrication of 
a model of a complete sensor suitable for limited field testing. The 
work documented in this report was accomplished under RADC Technical 
Planning Objective 7. 

WILLIAM F. GAVIN, Jr. J 
Project Engineer 
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ELECTRET TAPE TRANSDUCER 

1.0 Introduction 

This final report records the details of a six-month investigation funded by 

RADC, Contract No. F30602-75-C-0075 and performed March - September, 1975, 

by the Security Systems Department of GTE Sylvania's Mountain View, California, 

facility.   The purpose of this effort was to examine a new perimeter intrusion 

detection concept to determine its feasibility and to develop laboratory test models 

for its demonstration. 

1.1 Electret Tape Intrusion Detection Concept 

Sylvania's Security astern Department (SSD), having been active in the security 

system area for over fourteen years, has been aware of the need for reliable perimeter 

intrusion detection systems for both government and commeruial applications.   In 

particular, there has been no such system that is rapidly deployable.   To meet this 

need, the electret tape concept was developed0 

The Active ultrasonic Tape Intrusion Detection or ACUTTD system is based on 

an active ultrasonic doppler detection scheme using a long, thin multi-layered tape 

(containing an electret layer) as the radiating and receiving transducer.   This 

transducer is essentially an elongated electret microphone with configuration, materials 

and dimensions engineered to make it a good radiator as well.   The highly directional 

ultrasonic CW beam radiated by the tape uniformly all along its length illuminates 
any object crossing it.   This action causes a reflected doppler-shifted ultrasonic 

signal that is received by the tape and separated from the driving signal by special 

hybrid electronic circuitry.   A special processor then operates on the received signal 

and generates the appropriate alarm. 

1.1.1  Potential Advantages 

Such an intrusion detector has a number of distinct advantages when compared 

with existing perimeter protection systems. 
1.    Since it does not require burial or special supports (such as a fence), 

it can be quickly rolled into place around a nearly arbitrary perimeter 

to be protected. 

1-1 
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1.1.1  (Coptinued) 
2. It can be manufactured with an adhesive on the non-radiating side so 

that it can be installed very quickly on reasonably smooth walls 

or ceilings. 
3. Because of its mechanical flexibility, it can be fastened to irregular 

surfaces and go around corners. 

4. Being active, it can be used even in very noisy environments where 

passive devices would be inoperable. , 

5. The very low volume of material per unit length coupled with current 

techniques for automatically making uniform laminated tapes in great 

lengths allow the likely cost for the transducer to be so low that expendable 

transducer systems may be practical. 

6C   Unlike most other perimeter protection systems, the ultrasonic electret 

tape system would not have stringent alignment or installation requirements. 

7.   Being acoustic, its operation does not provide an electromagnetic 

signal that could be used for terminal guidance of a hostile missile. 

Nor will it produce radiation that could interfere with the operation of 

SIGINT or ELINT collection equipment. 

1.2  Scope and Organization of Investigation 

This effort is concerned primarily with the transducer portion of the ACUTID system— 

it being felt that this is the key requirement for the successful development of the system. 

Because of the exploratory nature of the investigation of a new concept, it was impossible 

to reliably predict how much progress would be made in a six month effort.   However, 

a general course of action waa developed and followed.    First, the theoretical feasibility 

of the transducer portion of the concept was examined by use of an electromechanical 

mathematical model derived for the simplest of possible tape transducer configurations. 

This lumped parameter model takes into account the radiation loading of the medium and 

the effects of the driving source impedance as well as the dimensions and characteristics 

of the materials used in the layers.   The model was then programmed for digital 

computer and used to examine the effects of the various parameters JII the performance 

of the modeled transducer as a radiator, as a receiver and as a radiator-receiver system 

over reasonable ranges of each parameter.   This information was plotted to form a 

rational basis for transducer design.   After investigating the characteristics of 

available materials in light of the resilts of the model study, several designs were 

1-2 
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10 2   (Continued) 

developed.   Materials were thei assembled and methods developed for fabricating 

the designs.   Several short sari pies were then fabricated and their radiation and 

receiving performance charac eristics were evaluated.   After an adequate trans- 

ducer was developed in this manner, the detection concept was demonstrated in 

the lab. 

\ 

In this report we present descriptions of the above tasks in roughly the order 

of performance under the general heading:   Transducer Analysis and Experimental 

Investigations.   In the final sections we describe a detection system demonstration 

and then draw together the significant conclusions and make the logical recommenda- 

tions for continued development of the ACUTTD system. 

j 
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2.0 Transducer Analysis 

In order to understand the performance characteristics of the proposed tape 

transducer and thus to aid in its design,   a mathematical model beiievod to simu- 

late its steady-state small-signed operation in all important respects was derived 

from basic principles using the lumped-element electromechanical analysis after 

F. V. Hunt .   The details of this derivation are presented in Appendix A.   The 

analysis develops a set of coupled algebraic equations in the phasor surface 

charge density and the phasor diaphragm displacement with complex constants 

derivable from fourteen transducer parameters and from four target related 

parameters.   From the simultaneous solutions of these equations can be calcu- 

lated the important performance characteristics of the transducer as a receiver, 

as a radiator, and as a target detector. 

These operations were programmed for computer in a format that would allow 

convenient variations of the many parameters either singly or in combinations. 

This program then became the tool for studying the effect? on the transducer per- 

formance produced by each parameter when varied over a range considered rea- 

sonable for that parameter.    A flexible computer plotting routine was developed 

to allow rapid visual evaluation of the enormous amount of data generated in this 

way.   Appendix D contains a sampling of these plots. 

2.1 Model Derivation 

In this section we list the assumptions and outline the equations involved in 

the electromechanical model of the electret tape transducer.   A detailed deriva- 

tion is given in Appendix A. 

Consider the multi-layered tape shown in Figure 2-1.   This is the simplest 

electret transducer configuration.    The driving amplifier is modeled by an ideal 

sinusoidal voltage source (E ) in series with a complex source impedance (Z ). s s 
The incident steady-state acoustic pressure field, p, is assumed uniform over 

the tape's surface.   The outer-most layer is a protective insulating plastic 

2--1 
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Fig. 2-1  Tape Cross Section 
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2.1    (Continued) 

jacket.   This is rij. dly bonded to the outer conductor which is likely to be of 

aluminum for light» as.   Oi '   these two outer layers are assumed to move 

(either due to the incident pressure or to the electric current from the driving 

amplifier).   The charge stored in the electret is assumed to be equivalent to a 

uniform surface charge density, a    and the electret is assumed to be bonded e 
rigidly to the inner conductor layer.   If C    is the capacitance per unit area of e 
the electret and "a" is the thickness of the air gap/adhesive layer between the 

electret and the outer (moving) conductor, the differential equation relating 

^.vrface charge density, a, on the outer conductor to the applied voltage and 

air gap is: 

a Z   S + a a =   E 2-1 

where S is the total surface area of the sample, S »   w£ 

and   €    is the effective permittivity of the air gap/adhesive layer a 

Note that only E . o , and  a  are functions of time in this equation. 
a 

Now consider the mechanical aspects of the transducer.   We wish to write an 

equation expressing the equilibrium of forces per unit area acting on the diaphragm. 

Aside from the incident acoustic pressure field, p , mentioned before, we have an 

electrostatic pressure on the outer conductor equal to  o 2/2 e .   The reaction pressure a 
due to the acceleration of the moving layers is Mx, where M is the total moving mass/unit 

area.   That due to internal friction and heat loss is assumed proportional to the 

velocity of the moving layers with constant of proportionality (damping constant per unit 

area), D. 

Another reaction pressure proportional to the velocity is that of the radiation 

load presented by the surrounding medium.   This pressure depends on the specific 

acoustic radiation impedance of the tape,   ZA.   The remaining reaction pressure is 
Yp A 

Kx where  K  ( - T   °    for air) is the effective spring constant/unit area of the 
a 
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2.1  (Continued) 

air/adhesive layer   /  Y = 1.4 for air and P    - atmospheric pressure).   Taking 

the displacement,   x ,   to be positive in the outward direction, we can write the 

equilibrium pressure equation as 

Mx  +  Dx  +   Kx  +   Z^c      +   2T"    +  p  =   0 
a 

2-2 

Equations 2-1 and 2-2 form a mildly non-linear set in a and x.   We can linearize 

these equations fay expanding the time varying quantities in the first few terms of a 

Fourier series. 
T  ^ x       j*t o      jut Letting      x  = XQ + -j— eJ    ,   a  = ao + x,    o =  oo   + -r-eJ 

P      j^t        ,    „ E jwt 
P   = 2    e fmd    Es      =    fe     . 

the zeroth order terms can be collected to form 

a0   *   Xo 

a 

1 

"c" o      e 
2-3 

^0*0 

(x   + a Y v o      o' 
2  € 

2-4 

These can be solved simultaneously for x , the static displacement of the diaphragm 

caused by the electret, and    oQ ,   the static surface charge density the electret induces 

on the conductor. 

The first order terms, those having harmonic time dependence at the driving radian 

frequency,   *,     can be collected to form 

a    Z     +    x    T 
e =    E 

a  T   +   x  Z 
m =    -p' 

2-5 

where 

JL 
c -üüSX      +    i^SR s J s 

C    is the static capacitance/unit area of the electret device (with p = E = 0} 

T ä J A       is the tranduction coefficient 
o    a 2_A 

i^^i^g^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
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2.1  (Continued) 

Zm = -u)2M - wXA +K +j (D+ R.) = R    + jX m A J x A7       m    J  m 

The simultaneous solution of 2-5 for the phasors  x and  o yields 

.   _  PT  +   EZm 

TTZ    3p 2-6 e  m   x 

-pZe-ET 
X    = 

Z  Z  -1" 2-7 e  m 

When the transducer is used as a receiver, E = 0, and when it is used as a 

radiator, p = 0. 

2.1.1  Radiation Efficiency 

From these basic solutions can be derived most of the important performance 

characteristics of the tape transducers.   One of the more critical performance 

characteristics is the radiation efficiency defined as 

Acoustic Power Radiated 
n = 

Total Electrical Power Required 

This takes on the simple form 

T)  . 3-J  2_„ 

<1+TT- >  (1 +-R7) 
m A 

X      T^ 
where        R       =      21  t   th   real     rt   f the 

m uiS    »   Z    I m 

input impedance of the transducer (derived in Appendix A).   Equation 2-8 shows clearly 

that for greatest radiation efficiency the source resistance should be made 

small with respect to the input resistance of the transducer and that the internal 

dampiug should be kept below the real part of the acoustic radiation impedance.   If 

the source resistance is made to match R.     then in 

0.5 

'matched 1   +   D/RA 2-9 
2-5 A 



2.1  (Continued) 

If the frequency,   w   , at which  R     =  0  i.s used, then the efficiency becomes 

Tl a» 

i1+r»[<i+f;K *0   
SR

S
R

A> 
+  rt 

2-10 

2.1.2  Receiving Sensitivity 

Since it was hoped to use the same transducer as receiver and radiator, the 

receiving sensitivity is another important quantity.   If S    is the area of tape exposed 
P 

to incident acoustics pressure,   p ,   the voltage, v , developed across the load 

impedance Z , (corresponding to the source impedance with the ideal voltage source 
s 

shorted) is j üB a 2 • so uaing 2-6 s 

I v i   - 
uü s    T 

P_  
IZZ^-T2! e   m i 

Z. 2-11 

While this sensitivity measure does give the actual voltage-to-pressure ratio to be 

expected in practice, a more common sensitivity parameter is the open circuit 

sensitivity, defined as the magnitude of the ratio of the voltage to the acoustic pressure 

producing it when the voltage is taken across an open circuit at the transducer's 

terminals.   This turns out to be 

v 
P 

SPT TSp/S 

oc m J(K - w2M     -   ou  XA)2   +   w2 (D + RA)2 

2-12 

At the frequency  w =   w    where R     =  0 this becomes jimply 

P 
S    T 
JL 

oc S * (D + RA) 
2-13 
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2.1.3  Directivity 

One of the performance characteristics of interest is the directivity, a measure 

of the ability of the transducer to restrict its radiation energy to a narrow beam. 

Consider the pressure distribution in a plane perpendicular to the tape.   The pressure 
2 

at a point defined by the cylindrical coordinates r , 0    in the plane is given by 

where p (r) is the pressure on the perpendicular to the tape surface measured 

at a range  r  from the tape 

G is the angle measured from the perpendicular to the tape surface 

w is the tape width 

k ■ the wave number = 2 TT frequency/speed of sound in medium 

In our case, we know the velocity of the tape (from the derivative of 2-7) and the 

radiation impedance ZA, so we can calculate the total radiated power, P.   The far 

field axial pressure is then given by 

PX(D=    J— jj2 n 2-15 
pc P 

„/
r2  

2/r  f '  d2(9)dB 

Although the directivity is best displayed by a polar plot of the pressure field at 

different angles from the Derpendicular to the tape surface (the directivity pattern), 

the directivity index is a useful number which summarises the directionality of the 

source.   If  P    is the power that would be radiated by a semicylindrically radiating 
A 

source with far field pressure  p ir), then the directivity index is 

D.I. - 10 log10   (Px/P) = 10 logl0(4-/n/2d2(ö)de) 2-16 

The greater the D.I. the more concentrated the acoustic radiation is about the 

perpendicular to the tape surface.   A D.I. of zero indicates a radiation completely 

uniform in all directions, ie.,no direct;vity. 

2.1.4  Target Sim ulation 

So far we have considered only performance characteristics associated either 

with radiation or receiving.   However, we want to use these characteristics simultaneously 

for the detector application.   To connect them we need to simulate a target—something 
2-7 



2.1.4  (Continued) 

that reflects some radiated energy back to the tape for reception.   For this purpose, 

we assume the existence of a square plate of width k with a pressure reflectivity rf 

located a perpendicular distance dt above the tape and parallel to it.    The average 

radiation pressure on the target iß approximated by p„(r) for 

r - H2 t' 16 whore p   is given by 2-15. 
A. 

Assuming specular reflection from the target (which is many wavelengths in width), 

the additional spreading loss suffered by the reflected disturbance will decrease 

its value by a factor of ^2  compared to the average value reflected by the target. 

In addition to the spreading loss, the pressure is decreased by a factor of  rf due to 
3 

the absorption of some of the energy by the target and another factor of the form 

^(af2 + b log1()f-c)dt 

(2-17) 

due to the attenuation of souid during its propagation caused by heat conduction, 

friction, and molecular absorption.   Thus, the received pressure using 2-15 and 2-17 

is approximated by 

'&*■ 

"PcT" 

d2(G)d0^dt
2+^/l6 

21. 2T + .072 In f - .663 2dA (2-18) 

In our model this input pressure was assumed to be 3ensed only by a tape segment 11 

in length for purposes of deriving performance characteristics of the detector.   One 

such characteristic is 2L, the transfer impedance defined as the receiver voltage output 

across the external load divided by the input current supplied by the driving amplifier. 

This is a   detection system figure of merit; sinoe for constant input voltage, it is an 

estimate of how much useful output can be expected for a given input. 

2.2  Computer Implementation 

A Fortran IV code was written for SSD's Nova computer implementing the 

relevant mathematical expressions developed in the previous section (along with many 
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2.2  (Continued) 

: 
i 

others).   The code was designed to provide a user with a flexible and convenient tool 

for examining the effects of numerous tape-associated variables on the transducer's 

performance. 

The flow diagram of Fig. 2-2 shows the general procedure used.   A listing of 

the program and a dictionary of variables are included along with a more detailed 

discussion of the program in Appendix B.   Most of the program is straight forward. 

An exception is the calculation of the radiation impedance of the infinite strip.   It 

is believed that the code fcr this complex quantity is unique to the current program. 

This is shown and discussed fo Appendix C. 

2.3  Results and Discussion 

Once the computer coding for the transducer simulation was debugged, the 

examination of the effects of the parameters began.   The procedure devised for this 

task was to postulate a standard parameter set and then vary each parameter by 

itself over a range believed to cover that practical for the parameter.   The important 

performance characteristics were then plotted as functions of each varied parameter. 

Over 360 such plots were generated during this study.   As more experience was 

gained, new standard sets of parameters were tried from which the individual 

parameters were varied.   Most of the results of this section are based on Standard #3 

which has the parameters: 

Tape Width 

Tape Length 

Outer Jacket Thickness 

Cuter Jacket. Density 

Moving Conductor Thickness 

Moving Conductor Density 

Adhesive/Air Gap Thickness 

Adhesive/Air Gap Density 

Adhesive/Air Gap Permittivity 

Dielectric Thickness 

Dielectric Permittivity 

Internal Mechanical Damping 
Constant 

2-9 

2 cm 

10 m 

15 um 

1700 kg/'xn 

10 jmi 

2700 kg/m' 

20 /im 

1.18 kg/m 

8.854 X10"12F/m 

100 jon 

2.1 eQ F/m 

1000 Pa-s/m 

3 



Start 

Input Control Integer Vector 1(4) 
I (1) ? f 

-To  
= 0 

Use Current Data 
Set (or default set) 

n Terminate 
L>0 

Call DATIN to input next 
tape parameter and target 
parameter sets  

Print Input Parameter Set 

-»It 
Calculate zeroth order solution and 
print resulting transducer parameter 

Input frequency sweep mode control integers 
and for each frequency do the following 

 1 
Call STRIPZ to calculate acoustic radiation 
impedance of infinice strip at current frequency 

_dL. 

Calculate radiation mode parameters, Zm 
P., T], beam width 

Based on target parameters calculate target 
reflected pressure at tape 

Calculate receiving mode performance 
parameters (sensitivity) 

Calculate detection mode performance parameters 
Transfer impedance, output voltage - etc. 

Next 
frequency 

Figure-2-2 Flow Diagram of Computer Model 
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2,3  (Continued) 

Electret Surface Charge Density 100 fiC/m 

Target Cross Dimension 0.4 m 

Target Distance from Tape 1 m 
Target Pressure Reflection 

Coefficient 0.5 

The mechanical resonance frequency, f , for this set of parameters was found to 

be 58.6 kHz. 

In the following subsections we examine the effects of the most important 

transducer parameters on the several performance characteristics.   Unless otherwise 

stated, the frequency is f , that at mechanical resonance and the source impedance 

conjugate matched to the transducer.   Also the input voltage is held constant at 

10 V. 

2.3.1  Tape Length and Width 

To study the effects of length and width we varied the former over the range 

. 1 to 100 m and the latter over the range 5 to 40 mm.   As expected, the radiation 

efficiency, T|, at mechanical resonance f , was completely independent of length. 

However, a slight dependence on wid& was found because the real part of the specific 

acoustic radiation impedance is a function of kw.   Since kw never got below 5, R. 

never got far from pc (see Fig. C-l, Appendix C), so the dependence was slight. 

The frequency of resonance is also independent of length and only slightly 

affected by width because the contribution to the moving mass from XA (which depends 

on kw) is insignificant for these frequencies and moving mass materials. 

The value of source impedance required to conjugate match the input impedance 
of the transducer is exactly inversely proportional to the surface area of the tape. 

Thus, the greater the tape width and/or length, the smaller the required input 

resistance and series inductance.   However, since the sensitivity is proportional to 

the magnitude of this impedance, the sensitivity is also inversely proportional to tape 

surface area.   This was not true of course of the open circuit sensitivity (Srt_), which 

was found independent of length and width as long as the entire area was exposed to 

the sound.   When a fixed length tp   is assumed exposed to pressure (as for the target 

simulation), the effective open circuit sensitivity is inversely proportional to I . 

2-11 
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2.3.1  (Continued) 

The transfer impedance Z   is proportional to t~*    This indicates that for 

every order of magnitude increase in length we must supply 100 times as much current 

to maintain the same output signal caused by a target reflection.   This is reasonable 

since a factor of 10 is required first to excite the layer area to the same amplitude, 

and the other factor of 10 is required to make up the W^ loss in effective sensitivity 

due to I p being fixed. 

2.3.2 Frequency 

When varied over the range 10-100 kHz, the frequency of excitation is found 

to have a major effect on most of the performance characteristics.   The efficiency 

is one exception being affected only slightly (through the dependence of R. on kw 

where k = 2 TT f/c).   The open circuit sensitivity (Fig. 2-3) displays a resonance-like 

peak near the frequency of mechanical resonance, f .   It appears to level off at 

low frequencies and roll-off above resonance.   The conjugate-matching input resistance 

has a nearly identical dependence on frequency.   In fact, only near the peak is the 

resistance found to be high enough to be practical.   As might be expected, the sharpness 

of this resonance peak is found to be strongly dependent on the mechanical damping 

constant D; the greater the D,the broader the peak and the lower the frequency at which it 
occurs.   The transfer impedance is found to decrease gradually (~ l/f) with total 

disregard for the resonance frequency region (as long as Z   = Z. *  at each frequency). s      in 
However, unless R   is large enough to be practically realizeable at frequencies s 
below resonance, the fact that the system figure of merit {7 ) improves as frequency 

is decreased, is only of academic interest. 

2.3.3 Mechanical Damping Constant 

Of all the parameters used in the model, the mechanical damping constant, D, 

is least understood,     ilot only do we not know of  the mathematical relations 

between it and the physics 1 parameters of the transducer on which it defends, but we 

also do not ever, know the approximate range of values which should be considered 

typical.   We started by assigning it values in the range of Pc on the assumption that 

the internal mechanical losses might be on the same order as the losses due to 

radiation.   Since pc = 410, D = 1000 seemed reasonable.   This gives a potential 

radiation efficiency of about 15% for R   = R. .   Since this is much greater than other 

workers expected and D is the only parameter that could produce the difference, we 
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2.3.3 (Continued) 

later tried much greater values for D.   For most of this study we varied D from 

50 to 5000 Pa-s/m. 

As expected from Eq. 2-9, for D»R    the efficiency varies like D" .   Thus, 
A 

D is the determining factor for radiation efficiency.   The open circuit sensitivity is 

also adversely affected by increasing D.   The dependence is like D~  for D>>R.. 

This is also true for the transfer impodance and for R   (=R. ).   The source ^ s v    in' 
inductance, however, is independent of the dampng as are the particle displacement 

and the sensitivity.   Obviously, it is desirable to keep the damping as small as 

possible unless broad band operation is considered important. 

2.3.4 Air Gap Thicknesc 

The air gap was varied ov^r the range 0,5 to S00 pcm.   Since it is the controlling 

factor in the mechanical compliance, &* i+ decreases the mechanical resonance is 

expected to rise.   This is the observed phenomenon, see Fig. 2-4.   Because of this 

resonance frequency dependence, the performance characteristics as functions of air 

gap are studied at the resonance frequency corresponding to the current value of air 

gap.   For f = f   the radiation efficiency is found to be independent of air gap except for 

the slight variations caused by the dependence of R. on frequency.   The open circuit 

sensitivity, Fig. 2-5, as well as the source resistance go through a maximum as a 

function of air gap (at about 50 /im).   This is interesting since it indicates that by 

increasing the 20 ym used in Standard #3 by a factor of 5, we should achieve a slight 

increase in open circuit sensitivity. 

Fig. 2-6 also indicates that we should increase the air gap to achieve improved 

system performance, as indicated by the transfer impedance, Z T. 

2.3.5 Conductor Thickness 

We varied this quantity over the range . 05 to 50 /im.   The thickness of the 

outer conductor is the controlling factor in the moving mass/unit area, and would be 

expected (like the air gap) to have an effect on the mechanical resonance frequency. 

As expected, f   decreases with increasing conductor thickness.   At f = f »efficiency, 

sensitivity and particle displacement are found to be independent of conductor thickness. 

However, Z    and S_„ are found to increase with increasing conductor thickness, 
A OC 

again apparently due to the reduction in frequency it causes.   The source resistance 
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2.3.5 (Continued) 

and inductance increase monotonically with conductor thickness (like Z    and S    ) over 

the limits examined. 

2.3.6 Electret Thickness and Surface Charge Density 

The electret thickness, d, was varied over the range 10-1000 jxm.   Since 

mechanical resonance is independent of d, all the data refers to f   = 58.6 kHz.   The 

efficiency of radiation is the only parameter found to be independent of d.   The open 

circuit sensitivity increases with d but especially rapidly for d<50 ptm,   For d> 500 um 

the increase in S    with d appears to be leveling off. Z    (Fig. 2-7) and R   also 
oc 1 s 

increase monotonically with d, so it would appear desirable to use a very thick 

electret layer if possible. 

However, it must be remembered that this analysis varies only a single 

parameter at a time.   So as we increase the electret thickness, d, we are assuming 

a constant surface charge density.    Yet, as will be shown in Fig. 3-3 of the following 

chapter, the surface potential of the electret must increase directly with d to maintain 

a given surface charge density.   In our experiments with various thicknesses of 

exectret, we found that the surface potential varies no more rapidly than with the 

square root of the thickness.   This means that to be realistic we should decrease the 

electret surface charge density as d is allowed to increase. 

Surface charge density, a , was varied over the range 1 to 10,000 jzC/m .   As 
e 2 expected, the efficiency is unaffected by a .   Interestingly, above 1 mC/m   the charge e 

density was found to have a marked effect on the frequency of mechanical resonance. 

This is believed due to the increased stiffness resulting from the reduction in air gap 
2 

caused by the electrostatic pressure (which goes as o   ) on the moving conductor.   The 
2 

open circuit sensitivity, R , and ZT all go through maxima in the range o   - 1-2 mC/m . 

Curiously, the particle displacement is nearly proportional to a     in the range examined. 

This is apparently due to the reduction in current drive as R   increases with a . s e 
However, above a   ~ 1, it is due to the increased stiffness as the air gap is reduced 

e 
as described above. 

In keeping with the experimental finding that the electret surface potential 

varied as the square root of the film thickness, we ran the case o   </d = const, for .   e 

const. = v'lo"11, 7l0~12, and /lO""13 C-m~     .   When plotted against a , see e 
Fig. 2-8, S     still goes through a broad maximum for each case.   These maxima oc 
imply optimum electret thicknesses of 33, 35, and 40 urn for the respective cases as 
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2.3.6 (Continued) 
2 

a   = .4, . 13 and .05 mC/m .   The transfer impedance plotted against cr   LOW e e 
appears quite different—Fig. 2-9 shows a decreasing Z^, with small o   (o   ,/d = 

P i ö    e 
const.) but leveling out for a  i 0.1 mC/m .   TTiese curves can be summarized 

2 by the statement that for achievable o   ( ~0.2 mC/m   or less), we should make e 
a  /d large by making d large, e 

The later experimental finding, that eventually od = const, seems to be a e 
more accurate description, was not discovered in time to investigate with the 

model. 

2.4 Summary and Discussion 

Table 2-1 briefly summarizes the approximate effects that nine transducer 

parameters have on three performance characteristics as presented in the preceding 

section.   In general, it appears the designer is left with adequate freedom to develop 

a transducer emphasizing any desired aspect of performance.   For example, transducer 

parameters can be found which effect efficiency but not open circuit sensitivity and 

also vice versa. 

In general, the results are encouraging.   The radiation efficiencies are higher 

than expected and the open circuit sensitivities are adequate.   Not all of the results 

are well understood, for example the peak found in the S    vs a  curve.   It is not oc        e 
clear why further increases in surface charge density should reduce the sensitivity 

2 -1 above the value 2 mC/m .   It is due to the u>    factor in the expression for S    but oc 
is still curious.   Since this is above the values of o   we achieved with our electrets, 

it will not be a factor in our designs.   Anothsr related outcome is that working at 
low frequencies seems to be desirable for both receiving sensitivity and system 

performance (ZT). 
One of the facts emerging from this modeling analysis is that achieving good 

performance may require a source resistance lower than practical with typical 

amplifiers.   This is especially true when it is considered that making Z   = Z.   requires s       in 
a series inductor as part of Z_.   Inductors are notorious for being difficult to obtain s 
in low DC resistance values in the ultrasonic range, especially for large values of 

inductance.   Thus, it may be necessary in practice to use solid state electronic 

devices which can be designed to have large inductive reactances but with low effective 

resistances. 
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For Z   = Z s       m 
andf = f o 

Frequency 

Length 

Width 

Damping 

Air Gap Thickness 

Moving Conductor Thickness 

Electret Thickness 

Surface Charge Density 

aJ3T= const. 

Efficiency 
Open Circuit 
Sensitivity 

D 

'0* 

-0* 

-1 

<0* 

-0* 

0 

0 

0 

Dependence comes through R» (kw) 

Transfer 
Impedance 

I 

0 

D 

-2 

-1 

/ 

A 

-2-1 ad* 

\ 

Table 2-1.   Parameter Elfects Summary 
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2.4    (O- turned) 

In a limited analysis effort such as this, it is always necessary to limit the 

investigation to fit the project plan, leaving undone numerous tasks which present 

themselves as the analysis goes on.   For example, in the present case it would 

appear deßirable to examine the effects of not matching the conjugate input 

impedance with the source impedance.   Also, the effects of operating at frequencies in 

the vicinity but not exactly at the resonance frequency warrant examination.   Additional 

standard parameter sets should also be simulated to ascertain that the above results 

are not unique to Standard #3,   In view of the long term experimental findings, it now 

appears desirable to treat a d = const, as a parameter and examine its effects on e 
the performance characteristics. ; ! 
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3.0 Experimental Investigation 

While the theoretical analysis and computer simulation produced a degree of 

confidence that an electret tape transducer was feasible, the experimental phase of 
this program provided the proof.   In this section we trace the labora ory program 

through its various phases:  preparation of electret materials, desiyi of experimental 

samples, fabrication of sample transducers, and transducer performance evaluation. 

3.1 General Procedure 

So that the various discussions will be properly connected to the effort as a 

whole, we first trace the general procedure.   First, we developed a technique for 

charging the teflon tape.   This was necessary because the originally intended source 

was no longer making charged electret films.   The method used (called the liquid- 

contact electrification method) was found described in the recent literature. 

Since the development of an improved charging method was not within the scope of 
this effort, we only did enough experimental work to provide confidence that adequate 

electrets could be produced.   We did, however, do some limited testing to determine 

the effects of polymer thickness and applied voltage on surface charge density and 
longevity. 

As soon as we felt that an adequate procedure for charging was available, we 

concentrated on designing fabricatable samples.   This was based somewhat on the 

availability of materials as well as the modeling analysis (described previously). 

Several design aids and plots were derived and used to come up with a design for 
fabrication. 

Because the construction of this sort of design did not exist, we hi d to develop 

the techniques for putting it together.   This involved achieving excellent adhesive 
bonds between a variety of film materials, determining the best time to charge the 

teflon layer, eliminating air between some layers and producing a uniformly compliant 
layer. 

Finally, in order to evaluate and improve the designs, measurement techniques 

were developed for these transducers.   In addition to normal capacitance and resistance 

measurements, we determined radiation efficiency and open circuit sensitivity.   These 

were greatly facilitated by SSD's anechoic chamber. 

3.2 Electret Preparation 

3.2.1 Background 

When it was discovered that the source used for the proposal quotation (October 1973) 
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3.2,1 (Continued) 

was no longer making electrets, we recognized that the success of the entire program 

would depend on our ability to find an alternative source or to make adequate electrets 

ourselves.   After unsuccessfully trying to locate another source for electrets, we 

began to look into published methods of charging that might be suitable for the 

tape configuration.   Two methods seemed appropriate.   One, the corona dicharge 

method, is used by most Japanese electret microphone manufacturers.   In this 

method the film is rolled over a cylinder at a high potential with respect to a knife 

edge positioned parallel to the cylinder's axis and separated from the film by a 
controlled distance. 

In the other method (liquid contact), the film to be charged is slowly pulled over 

a flat conducting surface while being lightly pushed against it by the edge of a fluid- 

saturated sponge that extends across the desired width.   The fluid is held at a high 

potential with respect to the conducting subsurface.   Because of its simplicity, this 

method was tried first; and because it proved adequate, no others were attempted. 

3.2.2   The Charging Procedure 

The only material charged in this study was FEP teflon film of various thickness. 

First the film is bonded to a copper substrate of the desired size so that air bubbles are 

eliminated.   Any bubbles allowed to remain produce low-charge areas.   This multi- 

layer 3lab is then placed in a special charging jig such as those shown in the photographs of 

Fig. 3-1.   Here the sample is shown being pulled beneath a sponge saturated with ethyl 
alcohol which is at a high potential (4kV is typical) with respect to the copper substrate. 

Ideally, the alcohol wets the surface of the teflon uniformly as the sample is pulled 

by and rapidly evaporates afterwards.   Although alcohol is a poor electrical conductor, 

enough charges migrate under the influence of the electric field to leave a high effective 

surface charge density on the electret.   Care must be exercised to prevent any sparking 

in this procedure, since alcohol is a much better fuel than a conductor.   (Numerous 

sponges became ü:JQ pyrotechnic displays during the development of a spark-free 

technique.)  The sample was pulled manually (as shown in Fig. 3-1) using a long, light, 

non-conducting cord to avoid sho^k hazard to the operator. 
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Figure 3-la.   Short Tape Liquid Contact Charging Apparatus 

Figure 3-lb.   Long Tape Charging Apparatus 
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3.2.2 (Continued) 

In the early apparatus (Fig. 3-la), the sample was held in position during 

palling by a set of "U" tracks which fit over opposite edges of the sample assembly. 

The length of samples that could be charged with this apparatus was limited to 

several inches—adequate for learning purposes.   The later apparatus (Fig. 3-Ib) 

can accommodate a very long sample (not shown).   In this case the "UH tracks are 

replaced with straight guide surfaces, and vertical motion is not constrained except 

by the sponge pressure.   If the pulling is done gently, there is no significant vertical 

motion anyway.   The pulling is done slowly enough to allow charges to flow until 

self-limited—about 1 cm/s.   The most critical factor in the process seems to be th^ 

uniformity of the liquid contact.   Any area not wetted or an area in which a drop forms 

will result in non-uniform charge distribution.   The sponge was much better in 

achieving uniformity than the initially-used rag wick. 

The surface of the teflon film must be very clean.   We used acetone and a 

degreasing agent to eliminate any extraneous film and dust.   In addition, the electret 

was kept shielded with a copper cover when possible after charging to avoid depoling 

caused by charged particles latching onto the electret.   During measurement of the 

electret strength, the electret was handled at a laminar flow bench whore filtered air 

is continually moving upward past the specimen. 

The sponge torch problem was eventually solved by coating the sponge sides 

with light silicone grease so the fluid's vapor was not able to come out there.   It was 

also found to be beneficial to use a blower to dissipate the alcohol vapor.   Silicone 

grease was also spread along the edges of the sample to contain the liquid better and 

to prevent a liquid shorting path around the edge. 

Both freon (degreasing agent) and acetone were used instead of ethyl alcohol 

as the charging liquid with excellent results.   Although we standarized on ethyl alcohol, 

it appears that at least these two (and probably other) fluids could be used as well. 

However, too few samples were tried to warrant making any more than this qualitative 

statement concerning the charging liquid. 

3.2.3 Charge Measurement 

In order to study the effects of treatment parameters and sample characteristics 

on the size and uniformity of the charge produced, a standard method of measuring it 

was developed using Sylvania's Monroe 144S-4 electrostatic volt meter.   The measurement 
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3.2.3 (Continued) 

set-up is shown in the photographs of Fig. 3-2.   In each foreground is the electrostatic 

probe being used, to measure th3 surface potential at a point on the electret sample 

facing it on the left.   Both sample and probe can be precisely controlled in position so 

that the probe can scan the surface of the sample as desired.   The Monroe probe is 

designed to measure the surface potential on a small spot directly in front of the 30 mi] 

diameter observation hole in die probe structure with respect to the user-supplied ground. 

In our case the copper layer immediately beneath the teflon film is grounded to the 

meter, and the probe is positioned about 5 mils from the sample being measured.   To 

avoid the problem of charged dust particles contaminating the probe's sensitive aperature 

and thus making the measurements inaccurate, a stream of filtered air is continually 

pumped out of the hole.   The surface potential can be read directly from the meter on the 

instrument, or using the meter output terminal it can be recorded on a continuous 

chart (as shown in Fig. 3-2). 

For purposes of making comparisons we scanned the length of the sample along 

three parallel lines:  one in the middle and one on each side, half-way from the middle 

to the edge (referred to as Top, Middle, and Bottom traces).   During each scan the 

output of the meter is plotted on the chart recorder.   In a later version of the apparatus 

designed for long samples, Fig. 3-2b, the scanning is done by manually pulling the sample 

past the probe three times for the three traces. 

The three traces are coiwerted to average surface potentials by using a planimeter 

to measure the area between the trace and the zero potential (or ground) line, measuring 

the length of the trace, and using a calibrated voltage to determine the relation between 

the chart scale and meter voltage.   The three average surface potentials for a sample are 

then averaged to arrive at a single number believed to be directly proportional to the 

average surface charge density of the sample.   The actual relation between the average 

measured surface potential V   and th 3 effective average surface charge is easily calculated s 
using the same kind of analysis as that in Appendix A (Section 2).   Since the probe head is 

held at the potential it is measuring, we get 

V'-c 
°e   +ce 

1 2 1 — +    -»   ■   — 

a 
3-i 

or V   = — 
8       C 

°ed 
where   a    = 

el 
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Figure 3-2a.   Electret Surface Potential Measurement Apparatus 

Figure 3-2b.   Long Tape Electret Strength Measurement Apparatus 
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3.2.3 (Continued) 

Fig. 3-3 is a plot of this relation between the measured surface potential and the 

surface charged density for eight different thickness of FEP electrets.   This shows 

that for thicker electrets, it takes a higher surface potential to achieve a given 

surface charge density. 

3.2.4 Results 

In developing the charging  (and bonding)   techniques,   79 small samples were 

prepared and charged by the method just described.   Measurements made on these 

were used to answer the questions concerning the effects of the treatment voltage, 

electret thickness, and time on the effective surface charge density. 

3.2.4.1  Electret Thickness and Applied Voltage Effects 

It was noticed quite early that the surface potential for the thick electret 

samples was in general much greater than that measured on the thin electrets for 

a given applied voltage.   However, from Fig. 3-3 we knew that to achieve the same 

chb <*e density, the surface potential would need to be much greater for the thicker 

electret.   Fige 3-4 shows data for 50 pan thick samples (lov/er trace) and 500 pirn 

thick samples (upper trace).   The average surface potentials 3 days after charging are 

plotted as functions of the negative applied charging voltage.   (Negative voltages were 

always used following the initial discovery that the FEP teflon we used has a built-in 

negative surface potential bias.)  Each point on the figure represents an average of 

two samples.   10 kV was the highest applied voltage that could be used with the 50 pan 

thick samples without causing breakdown. 

There are at least two noteworthy conclusions to be drawn from these data. 

The increase in surface potential with applied voltage is nearly a straight line (at least 

for the 50 pun case).   The relation is thus an exponential one and very nearly (for both 

voltages in kV) 

v.31 
Vs='31<-EDC>' 3-3 

In the case of the 500 /on thickness, an even smaller exponent appears appropriate. 

Thus, we see that the return for increases in applied DC charging voltage is meager. 

This helped us conclude that, since its value is not very critical, we should u*e an 

applied voltage only as large as convenient to handle (no greater than about 5 kV). 
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Figure 3-4.    Effects of Charging Voltage and Film Thickness 
on Electret Strength After Three Days 
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3.2.4.1 (Consumed) 

The other interesting feature of Fig. 3-4 is the comparison between the effects 

due to the two thicknesses of electret.   The ratios of the average surface potentials 

for the two ihickr^esses are 3.6 at 2 kV, 3.1 at 5kV and 3 2 at 10 kV.   Since these 

average 3.3 vhich is pretty close to /10 (the ratio of the thickness is 10), it is tempting 

to conclude Ü at the electret surface potential for the liquid contact method of charging 

depends on the square root of the sample thickness.   While the data is too meager to 

warrant making that conclusion with confidence, ii is a reasonable assumption to make 

and had an impact oa the modeling task. 

Ten other plots like Fig, 3-4, but corresponding to measurements made at 

different periods after charging (out to 118 days), were made to see if the same 

trends remained with time.   Fig. 3-5 shows the situation at 40 days after charging. 

Each plotted point represents the average surface potential (using the three trace 

planimeter method) measured for a different sample of either 50 or 500 /J.m thickness. 

This gives an idea of the sample-to-sample spread.   The trends are similar to those 

found on the 3rd day alter charging.   However, a significant decrease in the charge 

density for the high voltage thicker electrets is observed when compared with that for 

the thin samples or with the values for the thicker samples at earlier determinations. 

This is further shown by measurements at later times. 

By 96 days after charging, there is no significant difference between the 

surface potential of the 50 and 500 pan samples regardless of the original applied 

charging voltage used.   Both averaged about 300 V at that time.   This represents a 

14 dB drop for the thicker film compared with its 3-day potential but only about 3 dB 

drop for the thinner film.   Thus, we conclude that the thin film achieves a more stable 

charge and eventually maintains a surface charge density advantage (Fig, 3-3) of 

abo'-: 10 to 1 compared w*th the thicker film.   This compares with its initial advantage 

of about 3 to 1.   The reasons for this phenomenon are not at all clear. 

3.2.4.2 Annealing an^      ngevity 

In some cases after charging a sample, we would anneal it by exposing it 

to high temperatures for a short period.   The effect of annealing is apparently to 

peed up the normal charge decay past the initially rapid-loss period.   Fig. 3-6 shows 

i le effects of initial charging, annealing and subsequent normal decay on the average 
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3.2.4.2 (Continued) 

measured surface potential for nine 50 /mi thick samples.   Tne dotted curve is for 

three samples annealed at 200°C for 5 minutes.   The other two curves are each for 

three samples annealed at 250°C for 10 minutes.   The annealing quickly reduces the 

surface potential by 10 to 15%.   Why the three samples of upper curve should be so 

much tetter charged is not known nor is the reason for the apparent discontinuity 

in the dotted curve at 10 days.   However, Fig. 3-7, showing the average surface 

potential of all 9 samples in dB relative to their average surface potentials after 

annealing as a function of linear timr, gives an idea of the average decay rate.   The 

curve in this figure is a decay rate corresponding to 1 dB/doubling of time after 10 

days following charging.   Discounting measurements within the first 10 days, this 

rate appears to fit the data reasonably well at least for the first four months (the 

period of our measurements). 

3.2.4.3 Charging Summary 

Fortunately for the rest of this study, the results of this short excursion 

into the subject of charging electret films were mostly positive.   We found 

that: 

1. A liquid contact charging technique produces good quality electrets 

when applied to FEP films of 50 to 500 /-em thicknesses. 

2. The value of the applied DC charging voltage is not very critical if 

above 2 kV, the resulting surface potential being proportional to 

no more than the cube root of the charging voltage (even less for the 

thicker films). 

3. The initial surface potential achieved with this method appears to 

vary with the square root of the film thickness.   However, after 

about 100 days the surface potential is substantially independent of 

the film thickness—being about -300 V then. 

4. The average decay rate for the thin (50 /an) electret films is on the 

order of 1 dB/time doubling after the first 10 days following 

charging. 
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3.3  Design Aids 

While the results of the computer modeling (Sec. 2) provided general guide- 

lines for design, there are a number of other guidelines and aids that should be 

mentioned. 

3.3.1 Transduction Coefficient 

Even before the computer model was implemented, a number of calculations 

were made to attempt to clarify the relations among some of the many transducer 

parameters.   Since it was believed that the transduction coefficient, T, (a measure 

of the coupling between the electrical and mechanical systems) would be a key parameter, 

its dependence on a , a, and d was examined.   Fig   3-8 shows the result—the e 
transduction coefficient per unit electret surface charge density plotted as a function 

of the ratio of thicknesses of the air gap and electret.   The roll-off characteristic 

for a > 0.2d indicates the desirability of keeping d> 5a to get the best coupling for a 

given electret strength. 

3.3.2 Tape Width Effects 

A quick perusal of the summary table, Table 2-1, serves to indicate that 

the tape width does not have a major effect on any of the important performance 

characteristics shown.   Does this mean that the width can be chosen arbitrarily? 

Certamly not.   The width must be considered in the light of several practical 

transducer considerations. 

For one thing we have assumed in the analysis that the transducer performance 

is independent of the point of disturbance.   If, however, the moving conductor layer is 

made very light by reducing its thickness, might not the resistance become sufficiently 

higfr as to produce significant driving voltage drop from one end of the tape to the other? 

To answer this question, Fig* 3-9 was plotted.   Here is shown the electrical resistance 

per unit length of an aluminum strip versus its thickness for various values of strip 

widths.   This indicates that a 100 m length of a 1" wide strip 1 jjm thick and of 

aluminum will only have slightly more than 11Q of resistance.   Note that for copper 

the ordinate should be multiplied by ~ 0.6. 

The other major effects of width have to do with the directional characteristics 

of the radiated ultrasonic pressure field.   Since these are best understood in terms 

of the dimensionless product kw (also called dimensionless width or acoustic size 

parameter) a useful set of curves, Fig. 3-10, shows just how various widths relate 

frequency to kw.   For example a 20 mm wide tape operating at 30 kHz is found to have 
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Figure .'i-10.   Frequency vs kw for Various Tape Widths 
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3.3.2   (Continued) 

a kw of 11.   The significance of knowing kw is shown in Figs. 3-11 to 3-14.   Here, 

in the first~two figures,  are plotted 8 different far-field directivity patterns for 

kw = 3, 4, 5, 5.7> 6.5, 8, 9 and 10 (in clockwise order on each figure starting from 

the upper left).   Each quarter of the figure represents a 90° portion of the directivity 

pattern.   This is sufficient because of symmetry and the baffling assumption.   Note 

that adjacent lobes are out of phase (minus signs).   Fig. 3-13 shows the half power beam- 

width of the major lobe and the angles at which the first several minor lobes occur 

as continuous functions of kw.   Fig. 3-14 shows the single figure measure of the 

concentration of the radiation, the directivity index (PI), as a function of kw.   All 

of these directivity related plots are useful design aids in assessing the degree of 

spread in the ultrasonic energy radiated from the tape.   Probably we would want to 

maintain at least as much directivity as that corresponding to kw = 3 (a 56 degree 

major beam width and a DI of about 4.8 dB). 

3.3.3   Frequency 

The modeling results indicate that it may be desirable to work in the frequency 

range at the lower end of the ultrasonic range.   Thus, it is desirable to be able to 

place the mechanical resonance frequency by design.   Fig. 3-15 was developed to 

provide just such a design aid.   Here the frequency of mechanical resonance 

(for small vibrations) is plotted versus the thickness of the air gap for various 

values of moving mass/unit area.   Thus, knowing the moving mass of the available 
2 materials (0.05 kg/m   is typical) allows the designer to specify the air gap thickness 

that will result in the desired resonance frequency. 

3.4       Transducer Construction 

After obtaining promising results from the computer model, developing a 

method for making adequate electrets and designing a sample transducer based on the 

model, the design aids of the last section and the constraints of material availability, 

we were in need of procedures for fabricating the samples.   While outwardly appearing 

to be a simple task, the development of these required techniques turned out to be 

time consuming and often frustrating.   Not only did bonding well and uniformly to the 

FEP electret layer cause problems (as expected), but even bonding copper to copper- 

coated FEP turned out to be a challenge at one point, 
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3.4.1   General Procedure and Discussion 

The basic transducer configuration is shown in Fig. 3-16.   Notice that for 

this simplest shielded and insulated case, there are seven material layers. 

Some adjacent layers may be purchased already bonded or fused together, e. g. t the 

Mylar coated aluminum expected to be used for the moving (outer two) layers.    For 

the early models, no commercially available FEP-copper laminate was available, 

so this critical bond had to be perfected in the lab (along with several other less 

critical and simpler bonds).   For ease of handling in the early models, we used copper- 

clad epoxy board material for at least two of the layers beneath the electret layer. 

Although it was generally thicker and stiffer than needed, it provided a convenient 

and stable platform for developing fabrication skills. 

In developing bonding techniques we tried using 3M Scotchweld 2216, 3M 1838 

structural adhesive, 3M Scotchcoat 8, Eastman 910, Hysol epoxi-patch and solder as 

bonding agents; and freon, tetra-etch, pumice rubbing, printed circuit board etchant, 

trichloroethyiene, acetone, and hydrochloric acid solution as surface preparers.   In 

addition we tried applying various combinations of heat and pressure to improve 

the resulting bonds.   In every case we eventually found a combination of bonding agent 

and treatment that produced satisfactory bonds. 
Referring to the figure, the general steps of construction are as follows: 

1. The FEP teflon film to be used (layer 3) is cut to size, etched on one 

side with Tetra-etch, and bonded on that side to a solid copper layer (#4). 

2. If the bond is satisfactory (free of air bubbles and tight), the teflon is 

charged using the liquid contact method. 

3. If the charge is considered adequate in magnitude and uniformity, the 

free copper surface is bonded to the epoxy side of a copper-«lad epoxy 

board (layers 5 and 6) of the appropriate size. 

4. After this bond dries and is found adequate, the aluminum coated Mylar 

laminate (layers 1 and 2) is bonded to the free surface of the electret 

only around the periphery.   Air is expelled from the interface as desired 

by rolling the surface repeatedly.   However, one of the as yet unsolved 

construction problems is to find a way to leave the remaining air of 

uniform thickness. 

5. The final step of bonding an insulating layer (#7) to the copper side of 

the copper-clad epoxy board is the least critical and probably could be 

eliminated in many cases.   It provides electrical isolation. 
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3.4.1  (Continued) 

As mentioned previously, the most critical bond is considered to be that 

between the electret (layer 3) and the inner conductor (layer 4).   The reason for this 

stems from the fact that the electrostatic forces produced in the active mode occur 

between layers 2 and 3 across the air gap.   These forces push downward on the 

electret (and its supporting layers) just as hard as they push up on the moving 

conductor (layer 2).   Since we wish to maximize the radiation and hence the motion 

of the outer layers, we need to design the mechanical impedance for the outer layers 

to be much smaller than that for the electret and its support layers.   This is done by 

making the electret stiff and massive relative to the stiffness and inertia of the 

moving layers.   One way to do this is to work at the frequency of mechanical resonance. 

Another way to do this for a wide range of frequencies is to make the thickness of the 

electret layer much greater than that of the moving layer.   This aim is made less 

constraining on the electret if it is rigidly bonded to the inner conducting layer #4. 

Since copper is at least four times as dense as teflon, it does not take a very thick 

layer of copper to provide a substantial inertia relative to that of the moving layer. 

However, if any tiny air pockets remain at the interface, all bets are off. 

This allows the electret layer to move with relative ease and will absorb some of the 

energy that would otherwise have been usefully radiated by the outer layers.   This is 

especially true for thin electret layers but should be kept in mind in all cases.   It was 

mainly to avoid this potential problem that we fabricated the later transducer models 

using an electret layer that was purchased fuse-bonded to a copper layer.   Unfortunately, 

this copper layer was only available (without special order, expenses and delays) 

in relatively thin coatings.   For this reason it was felt necessary to bond it to an 

additional thicker copper layer.   Previous experience had indicated that a copper-to - 

copper bond is relatively simple, so we were quite unprepared for the difficulties 

we had in bonding the copper-coated teflon to a thicker copper layer.   Many bonding 

treatments worked fine for the solid copper but would not stick to the copper side of 

the teflon-copper laminate—much to the manufacturer's surprise.   A method based 

on using a torch and solder turned out to be the best solution.   In the future we will 

wait for the special order. 

3 „4. 2   Early Design 

Our experimental philosophy with respect to construction of samples was 

to first make devices that were easy to make, handle and evaluate even though not 

necessarily optimal in anticipated performance.   Then as we felt we understood our 
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3.4.2 (Continued) 

measurements, we would make more realistic samples.   The first four samples, 

designated Dl through D4, were thus all small and incorporated a thick, rigid 

base of phenolic.   All of these early samples used 508 pan thick FEP electret layerp, 

and all used the same aluminized Mylar ( ~ . 044 kg/m ) for the moving layers.   In 

Dl the total length and width are 40 mm and 14 mm while in the rest the length and 

width are 51 and 25 mm, respectively. 

Fig. 3-17 shows photographs of samples D2-D4 and also of the material 

layers used to fabricate them.   The FEP layer, even though 508 pan thick, is clear 

and barely discernible in these photos.   Fig. 3-17a shows the layers from top to 

bottom.   Beneath both the aluminized Mylar and the electret is a 508 pan thick copper 

layer which is in turn bonded to the epoxy side of a copper-clad epoxy board (a total 

of 750 pan thick).   The total thickness of all these layers is a bit over 2 mm when the 

adhesive and air gap layers are included.   This is then mounted on the 1 cm thick 

phenolic board for convenience in handling.   As shown in Fig. 3-17b copper foil tabs 

are inserted during the construction to allow convenient electrical access to the inner 

and outer conducting layers. 

3.4.3 Later Design 

After successfully measuring the performance characteristics of these 

early samples, it was decided to attempt to construct some longer, more flexible 

samples.   For this purpose we constructed the new charging apparatus and another 

apparatus for measuring electret strength of the longer samples, already shown. 

Fig. 3-18 shows the layers in order from top to bottom for this configuration.   These 
2 samples used the same moving layers of aluminized Mylar (. 045 kg/m ) as before; 

but in an attempt to make the air layer more uniform, they were rolled repeatedly 

while the adhesive (3M Scotchcoat 8) was setting up on the edges.   The electret layer 

was 127 jon thick FEP fuse-bonded to "3 oz. copper" that is in turn soldered to a 

solid copper layer 580 pan thick.   This bond is achieved by heating up the solid copper 

layer with a torch, tinning its surface with solder, laying on the FEP copper laminate 

and then applying uniform pressure over the entire area.   This squeezes out any excess 

solder and produces a thin but rigid copper-to-copper bond (when nothing else was able 

to).   A 508 pan thick layer cf FEP (not charged—just an insulating layer) was bonded 

(Eastman 910) to the solid copper on one side and to a 76 pan thick layer copper 

(adhesive tape) on the other.   The total thickness of this arrangement is only about 1.5 mm. 

Samples using this basic design were constructed at lengths of 13 cm, 36 cm and 

51 cm in that order. o2o 
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Figure 3-17a.   Material Layers for Early Samples 
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Figure 3-17b,   Transducer Samples D2, D3 and D4 
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Figure 3-18.   Material Layers for Longer Samples 
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3.5    Measuring Performance 

After going through the design, charging and construction tasks described so 

far, we were most eager to evaluate the capabilities of the transducer samples 

as measured in the laboratory.   The basic measurements were electrical capacitance, 

receiving acoustic sensitivity and radiation efficiency and directivity. 

3.5.1  Capacitance 

Although it is very easy to specify a 100 pan air gap thickness, it is not so 

easy to fabricate it with reliability.   In fact, this quantity is also difficult to 

ascertain after fabrication is complete.   Direct methods based on thickness 

measurements with a micrometer are inaccurate due to the extreme compressibility 

of the air layer and also due to the expected variability from point to point (the 

average thickness is desired).   The capacitance method is based on the formula: 

a = 
/ 

3-4 (wl        d  \ 

where GT is the total measured capacitance of the sample for which 

w I is the area and 
d  is the thickness of the dielectric with permittivity e , e 

There are problems with this method too.   For small samples it is difficult to make 

accurate capacitance measurements (in the —10 pF range); yet, since we are 

differencing quantities that may be in the same ball park to form the air gap 
thickness, accuracy is required.   In addition, the effects of the portion (especially 

significant in the early samples) of the moving layer bonded to the elecUet are 

difficult to accurately account for. 

Although the measured data indicate a wider spread, we belisvo our air gaps 

have a 20 to 200 pan average thickness with the smaller figure applying to the later 

samples.   100 /im was the design specification. 

3.5.2  Sensitivity 

3.5.2.1  Instrumentation 

Early acoustic measurements (sensitivity, radiation efficiency, directivity) 

were hampered by lack of an anechoic facility.   We first used the outdoor environment 
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3.5.2.1 (Continued) 

md then a Sylvania microwave anechoic chamber for making acoustic measurements. 

Although these proved to be much better than laboratory beach measurements (except 

when the wind was high outdoors), they were aiso of limited quality. After our 

acoustic anochoio chamber arrived and WES set up, the quality (and quantity) of 

data picked up noticeably. This chamber is made by Eckels Corporation. It is 

shock mounted, has a 250 Hz lower frequency limit (for 99% absorption), and a 

three-foot cube of free-field working spai«. 

At first, a Bagno magnetoatrictive ultrasonic source radiating at 19.2 kHz was 

UF€>d for the sensitivity measurements.   This was soon replaced with a JBL 075-105 

dynamic super tweeter that is easily controlled in frequency, amplitude and even 

waveform.   Also available for measuring the acoustic pressure fields were two 

B & K condenser microphones, (the 4133 1/2" and the 4135 1/4"), their associated 

preamp (2615) and powei supply (2801). 

The instrumentation for measuring sensitivity is very straight forward.   A 

source is allowed to illuminate the lest sample (mounted in its baffle) in the 

anechoic chamber, and its output Jevel following a known amount of amplification is 

recorded.   Then the process is repeuted with the only change being that the test 

sample is replaced by a lab standard microphone of known sensitivity.   By comparing 

output levels, the sensitivity of the test sample may be directly compared to that of 

the calibrated microphone. 

The specific instrumentation for measuring sensitivity is shown in Fig. 3-19. 

The drive for the JBL tweeter is supplied by a Crown DC-300 amplifier being fed by a 

variable frequency signal generator.   The test sample is interfaced to the Aquadyne, 

Inc., AQ-125 preamp which has 25 dB of voltage gain and an input impedance exceeding 

500 M Q.   The amplified signal is tbon band -passed (Krohnhite 3550) to eliminate noise 

away from the driving frequency and recorded (rms VTVM and scope) along with the 

gains used.   The standard microphone preamp was followed by a 20/40 dB HP voltage 

amplifier and then the saiae band pass filter, meter and scope, 

3.5.2.2 Results 

The early sensitivity measurements for sample Dl varied from -73 to -83 dB 

re 1 V/Pa for four different determinations at 19.2 kHz with an average of about -75 dB. 

For comparison the computer model was used to simulate Dl with the result shown in 

Fig. 3-20.   The sensitivity at 19. 2 kHz is seen to be about -52.7 dB re 1 V/Pa for the 
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3.5.2.2  (Continied) 

damping constant used in the model, 5 kPa-s/m, and without taking into account the 

capacitance divider effect of the shielding layers required in the fabrication (but not 

in the model).   The latter amounts to 5.6 dB for Dl.   When this correction is made 

(-58.3 dB) the model result is still at least 14 dB below the best measured values. 

To see if this discrepancy could be caused by a poor choice of the damping constant in 

the model, we generated the data plotted in Fig. 3-21.   This shows the effects of the 

damping constant on open circuit sensitivity.   It indicates that increasing the damping 

constant from 5 to nearly 30 kPa-s/m could indeed account for an additional 15 dB 

decrease in open circuit sensitivity for Dl.   From this it appears likely that the 

internal damping of our sample is on the order of 30 kPa-s/m—much greater than the 

values assumed for most of the modeling work.   (The maximum radiation efficiency 

for conjugate impedance matching using D = 30 kPa-s/m is about 0.7 %.   This should 

still be acceptable). 

Sensitivity measurements (4) on samples D2-D4 varied from -67 to -88 dB 

for D4.   This last sample is only 10.5 dB below the predicted value using the low 

damping constant (5 kPa-s/m).   To decrease sensitivity by this much would take a 

damping constant of a little less than 20 kPa-s/m (see Fig. 3-21). 

Since it seemed to be the best, sample D4 was used for additional sensitivity 

(and radiation) measurements in the anechoic chamber using the JBL source. 

Sensitivity calculations were made at 11 kHz and 25 kHz with -68 and -71.1 dB re 

1 V/Pa results respectively (averaging the results using the two B & K microphones). 

Fig. 3-22 shows the amplitude vs frequency response of the JBL source as 
measured by the two B & K microphones and sample D4 between 10 and 40 kHz.   The 

main features track well, but there is an obvious tendency for fill-in at low levels for 

D4.   This is believed due to the fact that the JBL produces an appreciable electrostatic 

field as well as radiating ultrasonically.   At the 1/2 m spacing used and for the high 

input impedance preamp used, the small tape sample can act as an electrostatic 

signal receiver as well.   This problem is hard to eradicate since it is at the 

frequency of interest   Better shielding around the edges of the sample is required. 

In view of this interpretation of Fig. 3-22, we believe that the acoustic frequency 

response of the tape sample is quite flat—at least up to about 30 kHz.   This would 

agree with the expected model results for D = 20 to 30 kPa-s/m. 
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Figure 3-21.   Open Circuit Sensitivity vs. Damping 
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3.5.3  Radiation 

The bulk of the lab measurement effort was concerned with measuring the 

radiation characteristics of the samples.   In addition to taking sufficient data to 

allow the calculation of radiation efficiency, we also measured several directivity 

patterns.   The basic procedure is to drive the test sample with a known signal and 

to monitor the signal received by the standard microphone. 

3.5.3.1 Instrumentation 

The instrumentation is shown in the photographs of Fig. 3-23.   The signal 

generator output is fed to the Crown DC-300 which in turn drives the test sample in 

series with a small precision resistor and a step controllable inductor (GR 1490B). 

The purpose of the inductor is to supply an inductive reactance exactly cancelling the 

capacitive reactance of the test sample so that the amplifier can work into a 

resistive load of fairly low value.   The standard B & K 1/2" microphone is placed 

on the axis of the radiation.   After its emergence from the B & K 2615 preamp and 

2801 power supply, the signal is fed to an HP 20/40 dB voltage amplifier and the 

Krohnhite band pass filter.   It is then monitored by an rms VTVM and a scope. 

In monitoring the input signal for purposes of calculating efficiency (especially for 

the case when one of the early samples [D1-D4] is being tested), it was found 

important to use low capacitance probes along with an AD-YU 406L phase angle meter 

(not shown).   This was necessary to obtain the phase relationships among the various 

voltages and the currents. 

The variable inductance has four decade inductances covering the range 1 mH 

to 10 H.   The DC resistance of the inductor was fairly low, being roughly 42 L (Q), 

where L is the value of the inductance setting in henries.   Unfortunately, the inductor 

is found to have an appreciable capacitance (on the order of 400 pF), so that at ultrasonic 

frequencies, its reactance cannot be depended upon to appear inductive. 

Assuming that the real inductance can be represented as an ideal inductor, L 
in series with a resistor, R both of which are shunted by a capacitor, C, the effective 

inductance is given by 

Leff " * L 3-5 
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3.5.3.1  (Continued) 

where 

1-Q ̂ -f2 

* = 

(i-fV + Q"2!2 

Q = k-     and f2 = 
R2C 

üü2LC 

Fig. 3-24 shows X versus normalized frequency f, for Q = 10,100, and 1000.   It is 

seen that near (but below) the frequency of self resonance, ————   ,  the effective 
2TT/HJ 

inductance increases and goes through a maximum.   Above thi3 frequency (not 

shown) the effective inductance is actually t -ipacitive as is seen by the fact that Y 

goes negative in Eq. 3-5.   This considerably complicates the radiation measurements 

because we can not simply set the value of the variable inductor and know what its 

reactance is without also knowing the resistance, the frequency, and the associated 

capacitance. 

3.5.3.2  Directivity 

The directivity measurements were made in the anechoic chamber by rotating 

the sample about its axis (first the length then the width axis) while driving it 

electrically and monitoring its output 1/2 m away at a stationary microphone location 

as described in the previous section. 

Fig. 3-25 shows the results of this procedure plotted in dB (relative to the 

maximum received signal) as a function of angle from the axis.   The sample tested is 

D4, 30.8 kHz is the driving frequency, and this is the pattern in a plane perpendicular 

to the tape axis.   The pattern shows a large major lobe centered about 10° off axis 

with half power points separated by 35.5°.   From Fig. 3-13, it can be seen that for 

an infinitely long tape radiator this beam width would be expected to be associated 

with a kw of 4.5 (DI of 6.4 dB).    However, for a long tape with an active width of 

19 mm (such as D4), we would expect a kw of about 10.5 at this frequency (along with 

a DI of 10,2 dB from Fig. 3-14). 

There are at least several plausible explanations for this lack of agreement. 

The obvious one is that the short length of sample D4 influences the result drastically. 
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Figure 3-25.   Measured Directivity Pattern for Sample D4 
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3.5.3.2 (Continued) 
3 

However, since a circular piston (diameter d) with kd = 10 has a DI of 14 dB , 

we doubt if this effect would influence the reeults in the observed direction.   More 

likely the effective radiating width is somewhat less than that not bonded with 

adhesive, or the entire moving surface is not moving uniformly <in phase and with 

equal amplitude).   The 10° tilt of the pattern along with the raggedness of the 

side lobes seem to support the last explanation. 

As expected, in the plane perpendicular to the width, the radiation pattern 

has a much sharper main lobe—16°.   It is not tilted off axis more than a few 

degrees, but also has an irregular side lobe pattern.   This indicates that in-phase 

radiation is occurring along a longer dimension (about twice as long as would be 

expected), but that again it is not uniform. 

3.5.3.3 Efficiency 

The acoustic power radiated is given for the very short bafiled tape by 

2   o     2 p     2TTr 
P=~^  3-6 pcQ 

where Q is the directivity factor (>1 since DI == 10 log    Q) 

p   is the axial pressure 

r is distance to measuring microphone 

For the known sensitivity of the 1/2" B & K microphone and the known gain of the 

associated electronics and for r •- .5, we find that the voltage E     (in volts) of the 

microphone channel is related to the acoustic power by 

^      3.74 xl0"3   _   2 0 _ 
P = £ Em       watts 3-7 

The electrical power delivered by the DC 300 is 

P   = E    -—     cos      E 3-8 
E       o   Rj o 

where E   is the RMS output voltage of the DC 300 

En is the RMS voltage across series resistance, R 

L E   is the phase angle of E   with respect to ER 
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3.5.3.3  (Continued) 

Of this, some is dissipated in R and in RT (the DC resistance of the series inductor), 

so the power delivered to tha transducer is 

vi[EoM8iEo-r(R+RL'] 3-9 

The efficiency is given by 

p 

and for R = 10 Q 

.0374 E 
T| = 

2 
m 3-10 

'   QEREocos^Eo 

For sample D4 measurements were made of E   . ED, and E    LE   at frequencies m      K oo 
ranging from 15 to 35 kHz.   Using Q = 4 (corresponding to the kw implied by the 

directivity measurements), the efficiencies ranged from 0.001 to .012%.   The 

applied voltage was set at 8, 15 or 30 V and the resulting currents were found to be 

between 0.2 and 1.3 ma.   The maximum electrical drive power used was under 

40 mW and the maximum acoustic power radiated was less than half a microwatt. 

If the same power-to-area ratio were to hold for long lengths, then ~80 watts would 

be required for a 100 m length to produce at least as much acoustic intensity as 

the measured sample. 

At this point it may well be asked why the efficiency is so much lower (factor 

of over 50) than that calculated by the model.   This is especially apropos since 

Table 2-1 seems to indicate that the internal damping, D, is about the only parameter 

affecting efficiency, and we found that to be consistent with the sensitivity measurements, 

the D should produce an efficiency of about 0.7%.   However, it should be remembered 

that the model results are calculated under the assumption that Z   = Z.    and that the 

layers are all uniform.   In practice it is difficult to tell when we achieve Z   = Z.   and 

it is certain that considerable non-uniformity exists in the air gap thickness if 

not in the numerous adhesive layers.   The electret's charge density is also known 

to be somewhat erratic in spatial distribution over the active surface.   It is 

suggested that our inability to model these departures from the ideal is the basic cause 

of the large discrepancy in measured and modeled efficiencies. 
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4.0 Demonstration and Conclusions 

4.1 Two-Tape Detection System Demonstration 

As mentioned in the introduction, this study has been aimed primarily at 

the transducer portion of a new intrusion detection concept.   We have measured 

the performance of  the transducers both as  radiators and receivers;  however,  we 

have not yet been able to develop the special electronics that would enable us to 

use a single transducer in both modes simultaneously (as envisioned in the detection 

system).   Instead we developed the following two-tape detection concept to demonstrate 

the system as well as possible with the developed technology. 

Fig. 4-1 shows the basic instrumentation and transducer placement.   Two tape 

samples are placed side by side in the same horizontal plane as shown in Fig. 4-2. 

The samples used were 13 cm and 36 cm in length.   One is driven as a radiator 

while the other acts as a receiver (the shorter, shielded one).   If the received signal 

is connected to the vertical scope input and the driving signal to the horizontal scope 

input, the resulting trace will be a Lissajo-js figure that is very sensitive to relative 

phase (as well as amplitude) changes in the two signals.   If an object is moved into 

the illuminated region above the transducers, a drastic wobbling of the Lissajous 

pattern is observed as the phase of reflected signal varies with respect to the steady 

drive signal.   This display is very convenient for demonstration purposes since the 

skeptic can watch the effect of his own motions as he steps over or merely moves his 

hands over the transducers. 

As expected, the detection is very easy for portions of targets (such as feet) 

passing within 0.5 m of the tape.   Excellent detection was observed out to a height 

of 2 m for good reflectors (like books).   The frequency used for the demonstration 

was about 25 kHz, but it was observed that detection was good over the entire range 

of frequencies from 20 kHz to 30 kHz.   The demonstration shows that the eiectret 

tape transducer developed so far can function effectively as both source and receiver 

for an ultrasonic detection system based on phase shift or doppler. 

4.2    Conclusions 

This initial study has included theoretical analyses, computer models, eiectret 

charging method development, eiectret tape fabrication technique development, transducer 
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4.2    (Continued) 
i 

performance evaluation in the lab, and system detection demonstration.      From this 

broad range of activities» we draw the following conclusions: 
I 

1. The ultrasonic dopple r detection concept appears to be sound and the 

electret tape developed appears to be an adequate source and receiver 

for such a system. 

2. Construction techniques are available for fabricating short tape transducers 

(0.5 m so far) that have open circuit sensitivities of at least -69 dB re 1 V/Pa 

and radiation efficiencies of at least 0.01%.   Since this performance level 

was achieved on our fourth sample, it is felt that significant improvements 

will be made in subsequent samples. 

3. A computer implemented model of the transducer has been developed for 

use in assessing its performance as a radiator, receiver and in a detection 

system.   Discrepancies between the predictions of the model and the 

measurements in the lab appear to be due to non-uniformities in the 

hand-made transducers. 

4<   An adequate liquid contact charging technique he 3 been developed that 

produces effective surface charge densities on 50 pan FEP of at least 

0.1m C/m   even after four months.   The typical decay rate is observed 

to be about I dB/time doubling after the first ten days. 
5.   The internal mechanical damping is very large in the current transducers 

( ~ 50 to 70 times the characteristic impedance of air).   This makes for 

lower efficiency but allows» for fairly broad band operation ac that the 

detection system can be operated over a frequency range of at least half an 

octave. 
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5.0    Recommendations 

1. As noted in the text, the main shortcomings of the performance of the 

current transducers are believed due to imperfections in the construction 

techniques developed so far and not inherent in the system concepts.   In 

particular a method for achieving a uniform air gap is considered very 

important, and a more nearly uniform surface charge density on the 

electret would also be desirable.   Thus, we recommend that improved 

fabrication and charging procedures be developed for improving the 

quality of the tapes and for making them appreciably longer than current 

samples.   The longer tapes are required for any realistic testing of 

the perimeter protection applications. 

2. The computer model should be modified to take into account the effects 

of the inactive shielding layer and used to simulate the performance of 

potential or existing designs.   In the current program the model was used 

primarily for studying the effects of transducer parameters.   It is expected 

to be a useful tool in developing improved designs as well, and we 

recommend that it be so used.   It can also answer important questions about 

operating frequency (with respect to the frequency of mechanical resonance) 

and about the effects of imperfect impedance matching. 

3. The model will also be very important in providing inputs for the design 

of the hybrid electronics package required for the use of a single tape in 

both receiving and radiating modes in the desired detection system.   It is 

recommended that this package be designed and fabricated for use 

with a long tape transducer.   This will require a thorough knowledge of the 

transducer's input impedance. 

4. Once both hybrid and long transducer are developed and checked out 

individually, they should be integrated into a detection system and 

evaluated as such. 
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APPENDIX A 

Tape Transducer Analysis 

1.0    Background 

Consider the long tape transducer shown (in cross-section) in Fig. 2-1 of 

this report.   Here we assume that the orüy layers in motion (in response to an applied 

voltage or an incident pressure field) are the jacket and outer conductor layers. 

This is assured in practice by making the stationary layers of much higher mechanical 

impedance than the moving layers.   In addition, we assume that all charge distributions 

within the layers may be replaced by equivalent surface charge distributions.   We also 

assume that the electrical signal propagates so rapidly that for the longest lengths to 

be considered the propagation delay can be neglected.   Thus, we may use lumped 

electrical and mechanical elements  to simulate the actual transducer's behavior.   For 

this analysis, all time dependence will be assumed harmonic (steady state sinusoidal). 

The tape will be considered so long that end effects may safely be neglected. 

2.0   Electrical Considerations 
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Fig. A~l   Electrically Important Cross Section 

Fig. A-l shows the electrically important parts of the transducer.   The electret 

layer, thickness d, stores bound charges equivalent to surface charge densities o     and 

e, on its upper and lower boundaries respectively, and the internal electric field 1 

intensity in it is K.   In the air/adhesive layer, thickness a, the electric field intensity 

is E .   The free surface charges on the two conductors are       and  \ for the outer and 
<» o 1 

inner conductors respectively.   An ideal voltage source,ec ,is appbed to the conductors 

in series with a source impedance,  Z  , so that the   intercondactor voltage is e. s 
The interior of each layer is assumed to be charge-free,  so that the electric 

flux is divergence less there, i.e. , 

A •  D - 0. 

A  -1 



2.0  Electrical Considerations (Continued) 

Since we are neglecting fringing, the only non-zero field is in the x direction, and D-D 

is the only non-zero component of D. Thus V • D = 0 ^ D = constant, and within each 

layer we have e E = constant where e is the layer's electric permittivity.   According 

to Gauss' Law, the electric flux out of a closed surface is numerically equal to the 

charge it encloses.   Thus, at the inner surface of the outer conductor (where the 

surface charge is o  and no flux can enter the "perfect" conductor) we have 

€ E   = o A   , a a      o A-l 

At the electret-air/adhesive interface applying Gauss1 Law results in 

or using A-l 

s    E    - e E   = a 
e   e      a a      e. 

€ E    =0+0 
e e        o      e. A-2 

Similarly at the inner conductor surface of the electret we have 

-  €    E     = O. +  Ö 
e   e      1      er 

Putting these expressions together to eliminate the electric field intensities, we find 

o+o. + a     +0     -0 
0       l       61       C2 

A-3 

The voltage e. dropped from outer to inner conductor is 

e - E   a + E   d a e 
or using A-l and A-2 

0   a 
o 

(a   + o     ) 
+ t   °       el/ d 

Let 0     ~-o=o    (equal and opposite charges on the electret's surface).   Then 
el e2      e 

o   =- 0. = 0 from A-3.   Defining the voltage across the electret due to its bound charges 

in the absence of any nearby conductor as 

VB- 
a    d A-4 

A-2 



2.0    Electrical Considerations (Continued) 

c     d 
where C per unit area capacitance of the electret and C  =- 

the per unit area capacitance of the air/adhesive layer, the voltage across the 

conductor becomes 

«• < 
*- V   - —:- 

e       C 
f   V A-5 

where C = capacitance/unit area between electrodes. 

This says that at every instant the voltage across the conductors is the voltage of 

the electret due to its bound charge plus the induced surface charge density per 

unit total capacitance/unit area. 

The current 1 into the outer conductor is simply 

where S is the total surface area of the electret and the dot denotes 

differentiation with respect to time. 

The   source voltage e   and source impedance Z   are related to the voltage across s s 
the device by (using Kirehoff's voltage law) 

e   - iZ    ♦ e 
s        s 

or in terms of the surface charge density using A-6 and A-5 

t\-i 

Roth of the variables    '   and   a   an* tun :tions of time in this lirst order br.car 

differential equation with one non-constant coefficient.    (While the impedance concept 

is normally reserved tor steady-state analysis,  we use it at this stage even though 

no specific time dependence has been assumed, anticipating the steady-state harmonic 

treatment to follow). 

3.0  Mechanical Considerations 

Now consider the mechanical situation.    We wish to equate the applied and 

reaction pressures acting on the moving layers.    First we define some of the constants 

required.    If only the outer jacket (of density >   and thickness d.) and the outer conductor 

(of density >    and thickness d  ) move in response to electrical or mechanical 

excitation, tv)en the moving mass per unit area is m.      ; d   ♦ * d  .    However, the 
J        i   |       c c 

a ; 
* Z S 4 *     e - V s € a c 

e s c 

A- J 



3,0    Mechanical Considerations (Continued) 

air/adhesive layer contacts the outer conducting layer and, therefore, must move 

to some extent also.   If the density of the air adhesive layer is P   and its thickness is a 
a, the total moving mass per unit area is 

M = m. + a< p   a 
J a 

where « is the effective fraction of the air/adhesive layer which participates in 

the acceleration experienced by the adjacent conducting layer.   We used« = 1/3 for 

the numerical results. 

The mechanical restoring force of the compliant layers (air/adhesive) is 

associated with a stiffness/unit area, K.   If the compliant layers were entirely of 

air this constant would be 

K .   = 3Po air        - 

where P0 is the ambiant air pressure and   5 =1.4 

If the compliant layer is a mixture of air and adhesive, the stiffness will be 

increased by some factor 6.   So in general 

K=    63Po 

We usually used - = 1 in this study since air is the controlling compliance source. 

The mechanical damping due to heat flow, friction, and viscous effects associated 

with  the compliant and moving layers is lumped into the damping constant per unit 

area,D. 

If x is considered positive in the outward direction (see Fig. A-l), then the 

reaction pressure is given by    Mx + (D+Z)i + Kx, where Z   is the specific acoustic a a 
impedance of an infinite baffled strip (see Appendix C for derivation) and Zr x is the a 
pressure on the outer moving iayer resulting from its interaction with the external 

medium due to its velocity x. 2 

The applied pressures in the positive x direction ar<i    - -—   caused by the 
a 

free surface charge density on the outer conductor and -^ the pressure associated 

with the incident acoustic wave.   Collecting all the pieces mentioned so far, we 

can write the equilibrium pressure equation as 

-o2 

Mx + (D + Z )x+6VP0 1 =     Ji Pj A-8 
a 

A-4 
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3.0    Mechanical Considerations (Continued) 

Note that this is a second order linear differential equation with non-constant 

coefficients. 

Equation 7 and 8 in x and c make a mildly non-linear set of differenial equations. 

To make further progress, we expand these equations in the first few terms of a 
I 

Fourier series.   Thus 

F     jxt P        Ut °1     i out xl    iuut 
es^ye     ' Pi-T e     '°-°of—e    'x = Xo+-f"e A~9 

where the zero subscripts refer to constant, time-independent quantities.   Thus, 

the air gap becomes xl      jat & a = a   + x   + -7T-  e o      o       2 

Here a   is the basic air gap thickness (with an unchanged electret) and x   is 

the equilibrium displacement caused by all static pressures.   Substituting relation 

A-9 into A-7 and A~8 and collecting terms containing no time dependence, we arrive 

at the zeroth order or static condition relations: I 
a   + x .. -V o      o 1 e 

e C a e 

S-yP  X b   ~ 
JL<L£   +     _2_   = 0 

Xo + ao 

A-10 

These can be combined to yield the cubic in <     , 

3 / a 

+   o        o      +   26<yP„-2-  €   +e     a     f26YP o e   -0 o oe f    o  d     e      a    o oea 

' i \      /       € a       .. 
Using a^ ' =   f 1 i      %*" for the first guess, it was found very easy to solve for 

a 

n   in the cubic using the Newton-Raphson imperative   method.   Then x   is found from 

substituting o   back into A-in.   These static solutions are required in the equations 

for the first order solution that result from substituting A-9 into A-7 and A-8.   These 

are 

A- 5 
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3.0    Mechanical Considerations (Continued) 

I'-V^^V^ 
and 

ö 2 

~ ox +        -u) M - ci)xa + j o) (D+Ra)  + 
'a L 

6VP a    I 
0  0     K , 
 2       Xl  SL~I 

(a +x f]      l x
 o    o'  J 

A-ll 

2y defining 
o 

T = - 
a 

d       a   + x -1 
zÄ = r   + jxo = j ujsza + -S- + --£-—°-  =     j UJSZ    +  C 

A A        -^ P.        * g        £ Z 3 O 
e a e      e    J e 

zw = r    + jx    = -ur m      mm 

6YPoao 

and dropping the 1 subscripts from a- and x., we have simply 

z   o   +    Tx    =    E e 

TO   +    z    x   = -P 
m 

A-12 

A-13 

The solutions are thus 

P T+ Ez 
a = m 

z z 
e m 

-T2 
x = 

- Pz   -ET 
e 

z z   -T2 

e m 
A-14 

The current and particle velocity, are then 

i = jüüSa v - ju)X A-15 

A-6 
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4.0    Input Impedance and Mechanical Resonance 

The input impedance at the electrical terminals of the tape transducer is given 

by 

z.   = in 
E -i Zs 

Using the expression for i in A-15 together with the solution for the surface charge 

density o  in A-14 for the cape of P - 0, the above becomes (after applying A-12 

to eliminate Z ) 

z.»=4* (i -i; 
Using A-12 the real and imaginary parts are found to be 

_    T2(D+Ra) 1        ^x
m      il 

Rin"    Tl 2 2l V   IS   \]T~^-(T A_17 
S[*m + ttH»V\ X'm'        ° 

The input reactance is zero at uu - *_ satisfying 

4M
2
 + 42MX

A 
+ Jr ^AP^D{D+2RA)ni(CoT2-2K)]tai.XA(CoT2--2K)+K(K-CoT2)-0. 

For the typical large internal damping, it was found that no real root, exists 

(for typical values of the other parameters).   It is certainly not satisfied by the 

frequency of mechanical resonance (r   -0) defined by 

f   - 
yjx*   + 4KM~      -X 

m 

A 
o 4nM A-18 

5. 0   Radiation Efficiency 

The radiation efficiency is defined by 

acoustic power radiated  A-19 
total electrical power required 

The acoustic power radiated 

PA=   |v|2RAS-^|x|2RAS 

A-7 



5.0    Radiation Efficiency (continued) 

The electrical power required is E • Re(i) 

E Rß(ja) 

By using A-14 to substitute for x and o , performing the indicated operation and 

simplifying, we can derive the form 

t»RAT RA T2 

A-20 

^«mK/ SR
Sl2ml2^RA)T2 

If the expression for R   (A-17) is used along with A-12, we can simplify this to 

This form is quite reasonable.   It says that to maximize efficiency one should try 

to make ttie source resistance much less than the input resistance of the device 

and try to make the .internal mechanical damping constant much less than the 

acoustic radiation resistance. 

If the source resistance matches the input resistance, the efficiency is simply 

'R =R. ,. D A-22 s    in        1+ =- 
A 

6. Q Axial Pressure and Directivity Index 

The far field radiated pressure field can be determined from a knowledge of the 

directivity pattern and the total radiated power. From Miles (Ref. 1 of main report) 

we know that in the far field 

AV        , v sin(kw sinö) , fc ,,m 
p<r •e > = px<r) k«. eta e   ' " P^r>f< e> A"23 

where pv(r) is the axial pressure at a distance, r, (that on a line perpendicular to 

the plane of the tape and emanating from its width mid-point). 

A-8 
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6.0     Axial Pressure and Directivity Index (Continued) 

The total acoustic power radiated from length, 4 t of tape is the integral 

of the normal component of intensity over a surface enclosing the source. 

Thus, 

■4 f P  fr, 9)r de di 
PC 

Or using A-23 and solving forp    we find: 

Px(r)=. 
PAPc 

"^S f(9) de 
A-24 

A convenient method of performing this integral is 

TT/2 

/ 

f2 'd9--- <i2   ♦   f2 

i o n 
TT 

2n A-25 

where 

f. = f (6.)      j = 0.. ,n      for n + 1 terms 
J J 

hile A-23 may be used to generate far field directivity patterns for various values 

of k w, a single number measure of directivity is often adequate.   This directivity 

index is defined as 

DI - 10 log 10 
Power that would be radiated if axial pressure were typical for 
entire semicylinder at given far-field range  
Actual power radiated 

2 

Since the numerator is 

v F i p 
 ■— and the denominator is PA, we can use A-24 to find Pc A* 

DI = -10 log 10 
2_ 
TT 

/ 

n/2   2 

f(6)d0 A-26 

which is easily evaluated using A-25. 

A-9 
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7.0    Receiving Sensitivity 

So far we have dealt with phenomena associated with the active transducer. 

Now we consider its passive operation where sensitivity to an incident pressure 

field is desired.   We assume that the output voltage produced by an incident 

acoustic pressure field is devoloped across the impedance previously labeled Z . s 
This will be considered the input impedance of the preamplifier for the received 

signal.   For this situation E = 0 and we have (using A-13) for the magnitude 

of the output voltage, e 

a s pite  I 

'em ' 
o 

where S   is the area exposed to P 
P 

Using A-12 for zfl and letting   | Z_| -*« for the open circuit case, the above can be e s 
reduced to 

lfb_ loc .   V TVS 

P s|z "      IT "STTTZ v2. 2^.„ v2 A-27 
m '        ^(k-w M-uuXA) +w (D+RA) 

At mechanical resonance where r    = o, this becomes simply 

e   i                ST _oloc        |3  
P 

A-28 

V^A* 

If Z   is not very large, the sensitivity is not so simple and in general is s 

ie    | j~~3     Ti ~l 

8.0    Conjugate Impedance Matching 

If Z   = Z, *, which is desirabb s       m 
with a real amplifier, some simplifications result. 

If Z   = Z, *, which is desirable from the point of view of driving the device s       in 

A-10 



8.0    Conjugate Impedance Matching (continued) 

In that case 

2 2 
X™T i r™ T 

- = R.   = -^ * and  X   - m 

■   *    .slzj2 ■  -o     *sfcm 

Then from A-12 we can reMe J.   rnd X   to r    and x   „ 
e e        m m 

2 ^ 

V"    ,      |2       and   xe fe 

m m 

From these it follows (for Z0 = Z. *) x s       m 

K^J^* 
and 

I -T2|=     2TS 

Putting these into A-29 we find the sensitivity for conjugate impedance matching to be: 

l«ol SnT 

-*—  -"i -~-:    *        *   —~-s A_3o 
P 2Sxm 

9.0   Beam Width 

It is desirable to know the beam width of the major lobe of the radiation 

pattern implied by the current frequency and tape width.   This is found from the 

expression of Miles   for the directivity pattern 

r*    om ain(kw sin 6) A_31 D = 203o«10Twsine 

The half power points occur at D = -3.01 or for 

F(9) = y~   sin 6 - sin (kw sin 8)^0 

A-ll 



9.0 (Continued) 

Hie Newton-Raphscn iterative technique is then used: 

e*+1= ei-F(e.)/Ft(ei) 

G° = 1.536 kw"1-04 

A-32 

The constants for the 0° expression ware empirically derived.   The method works 

well over the entire range of kw of interest. 

A-12 



APPENDIX B 

Computer Program for Model of Electret-Tape Transducer Performance 

In this appeudix we include a listing ef the Fortran coding that was developed 

for use in examining the effects of parameters on the performance of the transducer. 

A dictionary of the variables is included to assist the potential user in understanding 

the coding. 

1.0  Fortran Coding 

1.1.1  Ultrasonic Electret Tape Detector Model 

COMPLEX ZE, ZM, QC, XC, DT, ZIN, ZL 
RERL L, J, K, MO, KW, MOOM, LS 
COMMON /TOUT/ LRB<6>, TRPE<73> 

DIMENSION I<5> 
COMMON /DDIM/RO, OC, J, W, L, D /MRT/DM, DL, DR, DJ, DC, RER, REE 

1 /ELC/QE, RS, LS /ZS/R, XO, QEZ /TGT/ TL,TR, TD 
EQUIVALENCE <TRPE<1;, ETOM>, <TRPE<2>, ETOF>, <Tf<PE<3>, ETOR>, <TRPE<4>< ETOX >, 

iSI5SE<?>' EPm' <T0^<6>. EPF>, <TRPEC7>, EPR>, <TRPE<8>, EPX>, <TRPE<9>, SSM>', ' 
?JT2SIJ42?' ^^.ilS^iJ1^ SSR>' <T"pE<12>, SSX>, <TRPE<33>, DB> <TRPE<34>,VE> , 
-S<TRPE<35>,CE>, <TRPE<36>,CR0I>, <TRPE<37>, COOI>, <TRPE<38>, QO>, 
4<TRPE<39>, T>, <TRPE<40>, COI>, <TRPF<41>, K>, <TRPE<42>, M0>, <TRPE<43>, FDM>, 
5<TRPE<44>, F2>, <TRPE<45>, F3>, <TRPE<46>, ZM>, <TRPE<48>, FK>, <TRPF<49>, KW>, 
6<TRPE<50>,BW>, <TRPE<31>,X:>, <TRPE<52>, CUR>, <TRPE<53> PR>, CTRPE<54>. ETCO. 
7<TRPE<53>, ZIN>, <TRPE<57>, ZL>, <TRPE<59>, PX>, <TRPE<6&>, PS>, <TRPE'61>, P>, 
8<TRPE<62>, CURR>, <TRPE<63>, EP>, <TRPE<€4>, SS>, <TRPE<65>, RF>, 
?<TRPE<66>, ZE>, <TRPE<68>, DT>, <TAPE<70>, CURM>, <TRPE<71>, CURF>, 
fl<TRPE<72>, QD>, <TRPE<73>, ZT>, <TRPE<74>, VG>, <TRPE<75>, OCS> 
CRLL BDRTR 
WRITE<17, 40 > 
«*©  FORMRTC-   ULTRRSONIC  TFBR-E:  RRDIRTini 
DB=3. 
GRMMR^l. 4 
RGC=407 

E0=8. S54E--12 
PI* 2.  141392634 
PO=i 013E5 

E=10 
WRITE<10, 85: 

83      FORMRTC ENTER FILE #, MONTH, DRV OF MONTH, VERR' > 
READ<11> <LRB<N>,N*1, 4> 
MCT=75 
LCT«0 

1   RCCEPT I(l> 
IF<I(1>> 99,2, 3 

3   RCCEPT (KM), M=2, 4> 
CRLL DRT1N<I> 
IF<LCT. EQ. 0> GO TO 2 
MCT2=MCT*2+3 
CRLL FCMTD<1, 2, LRB<1>,MCT2, IER> 
TVPE MCT2, IER 
URI TEC 12, 75 > LfiB, <TRPE(N>, N*=l, MCT> 

B-l 
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75      FORMRTC' **' , 6110, A C6E20. 7, /> > 
LCT«0 

2   CONTINUE 
S«W*L 
WRITEC12, 55> 

55 FORMRTC  RIR-URP   COND. TH    JRC. TH  WID^H  LENGTH  EL. TH  ST PRR 
1  RD. DEN  JRC. DEN  CO. DEN  RD. DC  EL. DC  EL SUR. CMC > 

65  FORMRTC//'      SOURCE   RES.  &  INDUC.    MECH. DRMP  TRR LGTH" 
*, '   REFLECT.  TRR. RRNG' > 
WRITEC12, 56>R0, OC, J, W, L, D, DL, DR, DJ, DC, RER, REE, QE 

56 FORMRTC1P3E10 2, 0PF7 4, F7. 0, F8. 5, F7. 2, F8. 2, IX, 2F8. 0, F7 2, F7 2, 1PE11 
WRITEC12, 65> 
MR I TEC 12, 66 > RS, LS, DM, TL, TR, TD 

SS     FORMRTC 11X, 0PF8 0, 1PE12. 3, 0PF10. 0, F10. 2, Fll. 4, Fll. 3, //> 
EE*EO*REE 
ER=EO*RER 
CE»EE/D 
CEI*1. /CE 
VE«QE*CEI 
CROI«RO/ER 
COOI*CEI+CROI 
K=DL*PO 
X0=2. *ER*K 
R=XO*Cl. +CE*CROI> 
QO=-VE/COOI 
QE2=QE 
CRLL ZOSOLCQO,M> 
XO=-CRO/Cl+XO/CQO*QO> > > 
R-RO+XO 
T=QO/ER 
T2=T*T 
COI=CEI+R/ER 
K>K*GRMMR*RO/ < R*R > 
MO=DJ*J+DC*OC+ 33T  rt*R 

WRITEC12, 57> 
57 FORMRTC' VE, CE, CROI, COO I, QO, R, T, CO I, K, MO' > 

WRITEC12> VE, CE, CROI, COOI, QO, R, T, COI, K, MO 
WRITEC10, 50> 

50   FORMATOV, ' ENTER FREQ SWEEP MODEC0=REFERT, 1-LIN. > INTEGER. 1ST, LR 
1ST, RND 1ST INCREMENT<KH2>' > 

RCCEPT JF, FL, FH, DF 
WRI TEC 12, 68> 

68  FORMRTC1H0, 120C1H >> 
IFCJF. F'J. 0> GO TO 8 
FL=1900. *FL 
FH»i000 ♦FH 
DF-1000. *DF 
NF«1. +CFH-FL>/DF 
F=FL-DF 
DO 4 N=i, NF 

F=F+DF 

B-2 



8        0M=2. *PI*F 
KW=0M*W/344. 8 
0M2=0M*0M 
50M«S*0M 
CRLL  STRIPZ<K*L Rfi, XR> 
RR=R0ORB 
XR=ROC*:XR 
RF=<SQRT<XR*XR+4. *K*MO>-XR>. '<4 
RM=K- 0M2*M0-0M*XR 
XW=OM*<Rfl+DM> 
TZ2=T2/ C RM*RM+XM*x;i > 
OCS«10 *R.OG10<TZ2> 
R!N=XM*TZ2/SOM 
XIN= < KM* T22-COI>/SOM 
ZIN=CMPLX<RIN,XIN> 
RL^RS 
XL=OM*LS 
IFCRS. GE. 0. 0> GO TO 12 
RL=RIN 

!F<RL IT 2 > RL=2 
XL—XIN 
LS=XL/OM 

CRLCULRTE FCDM) RND F2 RND 

M10*PI> 

12 
F3 

CT=T2.'C0I 
C2=CT-2*K 
RRD-RR+DM 
XRRR=XR*XR+RRD*RRr 
M00M=0M*M0*C2 *X - JM*M0> 
F2*K*K+T*T*RRD/RL*0M*<--2. *K*XR+0M*VXRRR-2. *K*KO+MOOM>> 
FDM^K*<K-CT >+OM*<Xfl*C2«"OM* <M0*C2+XRRR+M00M> > 
F3=-K*XR+OM*<XRRR-2 *KvM0+0M*M0*<3. *XR+0M*M0*2. >> 
WRITE <12, 67> F, FDM, F2, F3, RM, XM 

F<DM> =' 1PE13. 7, €7 FORMAT </A IX, ' FREQ -' , F9 1, ' 
*'    F3 »',Ei? 7,'    ZM = ',2E15 

CRLCULRTE IRDIRTION PRRRMETERS 
ZL=CMPLX<RL, XL> 
:E=CMPLX<<COI-SOM*XL>,<SQM*RL>> 
211=U«PLX<RM, XM> 
ri=ZE*ZM-T2 
XC«-E*T/i>T 
QC*E*ZM/DT 
RI=-30M*RIMRG<QC> 
CUR=SOM+CRBS<QC> 
X=CR3S<XC> 
V*OH*X 
PS=V4SQRT<RA*RR+XR4XR> 
Pfi*S*RR*V*V 
ETO^PR/CE*RI> 
FK« 001 *F 

CRLCULRTE BERM WIDTH 
11=0 
B=I 5339*KW**<-1 94> 
OKW/SQRTC2   > 
11=11+1 
SB*SIN<B> 
KR=<C*5B*-SINU:W*SB:'>/:CüS<B^<C-KW*COS<KW+SB>>> 
B=B-FR 
IF<<flBS<FR/B>. GT   1   E-8>   RND   (It. LT   30>:   GO   TO   14 
BW=360  *B/PI 

B-3 
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CALCULATE RXIRL PRESSURE RT DISTRNCE TD METERS 
SI=SIN<KW>/KW 
SM=. 5+ 3*SI*SI 
DLT=P 1/180. 
DO 15 11=1,89 
SI=KW*SIN<II*DLT> 
SI*SIN<SI>/SI 

15      SM=SM*SI*SI 
SM=2. *DLT*SM 
QD*-10. *RLOG10<SM/PI> 
PX=SGRT v PR*ROC/< L*TD*SM > > 

TLD=TL/TD 
P=c.XP<-TD*<   0000424*FK*FK+   144*PL0G<FK>-   3322 >> 
P=P*TR><PX/SQRT<2. *SQRT<!1+. 0625*TLD*TLD>> 
XC=-P*ZE/DT 
QC=P*T/DT 
CURR=W*OM*CRBS < QC > 
EP=CURR*CABS<2L> 
SS=20. *RL0Gi6<EP/P> 
EP=EP*TL 
VG=20. *RL0G19<EP/E> 
ZT=20 *ALOG10(EP/CUR> 
WRITE<12, 60> 

60 F ORMRT <//, ' FREQ < KHZ >  KW  BERM-WIDTH  DISPL <NM >  I<AMPS >  RAD FWR < MW; 
* TOTL-EFF. '/. INPUT-IMPED SOURCE-IMPED. '> 
WRITE-C12, 61 > FK, KW. BW, X, CUR, PA, ETO, ZIN, ZL 

61 FGRMRT<F8. 2, F7. 2, F9. 2 9PF11. 2, 1PE12. 2, 3PF9. 4, 2PF12. 4, 2X, 1P4E11. 2, //> 
WRITE<12,62> 

62 FORMAT<'     AXIAL-PRES SURF. PRES   REC. PRES    CUR<NA/M>  V-0UT<~9> 
*SENS<DB-V/<PR-M>>  RES. F<KHZ>'> 
WRITE<12, 63 > PX, PS, P, CURR, EP, SS, RF 

62  F0RMAT<2X, 2F11. 4, 9PF11. 2, Fll. 2, 0PF15. 3, 0PF16 1, //> 
WRITEC12, 77> 

77      FORMATS      ELECTRICRL IMPEDANCE DT 
*'      DIRECT INDEX   TRRNS IMPED     VOLT GRIN    OPEN CIR SENS') 

WRITE<12, 78> ZL, DT, QD, ZT, VG, OCS 
FORMAT < IX, 1PE15. 5, 7E15. 5> 78 

88 

89 

99 

WRITE<12, 64 > 
64 FORMAT<IX, 120<lH->, //'? 

IF<CURM. LT CUR AND. LCT NE 0> GO TO 88 
CURM=CUR 
CURF=FK 
IF<ETOM. GE ETO RND LCT NE. 0> GO TO 86 
ETOM=ETO 
ETOF=FK 
ETO:.=XL 
ETOR=RL 
IF<SSM. GE SS. AND LCT. NE. 0> GO TO 90 
SSM=5S 
SSF=FK 
SSX=XL 
SSR=RL 
IFCEPM GE. EP AND LCT NE 0> GO TO 4 
EPM^ZP 
EPF=FK 
EPX«XL 
~PR=RL 
-> T=i 

\        CONTINUE 
U^ITE<12, 69> 
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«SS» FORMRTC1X,   ©0 < XM*#= > .. 
TRPE<13>«R0 
TRPECi4>-0C 
TRPE<15>*J 
TRPE<i6>*=D 
TRPE<l?>**REfl 
TRPE<18>«REE 
TflPEC19>*QE 
TflPEC20>«W 
TRPE < 21 AL- 
TÄRE < 22 > =DL 
TAPE<23>«DA 
TAPE<24>«DJ 
TAPE<25>=DC 
TAPE<26>»RS 
TRPE<27>=LS 
TAPE<28>=DM 
TAPE<29>=TL 
rflPE<30)=TR 
TAPE<31>=TD 
TAPE<32>=A 
TVPE ' TRPE:', <TflPE<N>, N=±, MCT> 

GO TO 1 
99  CONTINUE 

CALL FCMTD<1> S, TRPE<1>, 2, IER> 
TVPF IER 
WRXTE<±2, 100>   <LAB<N>, N=i,4) 

3.00 FORMHTC^       END- 
END 

FILE      **' I 4^   3.0X.,    I S.. 
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1 
51 

53 

4 

54 

SUBROUTINE DATIN<I> 
COMMON /DDirV flü, OC, J, W, L, D 
COMMON /MAT/ DM, PL, DA, DJ, DC, REFl, REE 
COMMON /ELC/ QE, RS, CL 
COMMON /TGT/ TL,TR,TD 
DIMENSION I<5>, RTGT<3>, RDIM<«S>, RMAT<7> 
REAL L,J 
EQUIVRLENCE   <RTGT <1>, TL >, < RDI M< 1>,flO >, CRMflT <1>,DM > 
M=0 
M=M->1 

N=KM> 
*"<<M.'GT. 6>. OR. <N. LT. 1>>RETURN 
GO TO <1, 2, 3, 4, 5, £>, N 

WRITE«: 10, 51 > 
FORMff'C ENTER NO  AND VALUES OF DIMENS OF AIR GAP, COND. TH. 

1  JACTH. ,',/.' TAPE WIDTH, TP LNGTH, AND ELECT. TH. O 
ACCEPT N 
ACCEPT < RDIM <K >,K=l, N> 
GO TO 9 

WRITE<18, 52> 
52  FORMAT«:' ENTER NO. AND VALUES OF MECH. DAMPER, ADH. STIF. PfiRflM, 

1 ADH  DEN. , ', /, ' JAC. DEN , COND. DEN. , ADH. REL. D. C. ,, 
2 ELECT. REL. D. C. , ' > 
ACCEPT N 
ACCEPT <RMAT':K>,K=1, N> 
GO TO 9 

WRITE«: 18, 53> 
FOPMRTC ENTER ELEC. CHG <C/M2>'> 
ACCEPT QE 
GO TO 9 
WRITE<10,54> 
FORMAT<' ENTER SOURCE IMPENDANCE—RESISCOHMS>,PARALLEL 

*CAPAC«:PICG FD>' > 
ACCEPT RS, CL 
CL.-CL*!. E-12 
GO TO 9 

5 WRITE«: 10, 55:> 
55  FORMAT<' ENTER NO. AND VALUES OF TARG. LENGTH, REFLECTIVITY, AND 

* TARG  RANGE'> 
ACCEPT N 
ACCEPT <RTGTOO, K=i, N> 
GO TO 9 

6 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
EfT:« 

BLOCK DATA 
SUBROUTINE BDATA 
COMMON ,'ZS/R, B, C 
COMMON/DDIM/AO, OC, J, W, i D /MAT. 'DM, DL, DA; DJ, DC, REA, REE 

1 /FLC/QE, RS, CL /TGT/TL, TR, TD 
REAL J, L 
DATA J/l. E-5/, L/100 /, M/. 015,. OC/2. E-6/, AO/2. E~4/, D/5. E-4. 
DATA DL/i 0/, DA. '1. 18/, DJ/2150, /, DC/8080. /, REA/1. /, REE/2. 1/ 

10E/1 E-4,', RS. -'-I. /, CL. '1. E-10/, DM. '1000. /, TL/. 4/, TR/ 5/, TD/1 
RETURN 
EN0 B-6 
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SUBROUTINE ZOSOL<Q, I> 
COMMON /ZS/f}, B, C 
1=0 
1 = 1+1 
Q2=Q*Q 
FR= < Q*Q2+C*Q2+fl*Q+B*C > / C3 *Q2+2*Q*C+A > 
Q=Q-FR 
IF<<RBS<FR/QX GT. 1. E-8>. AND. <I. LT. 30>> GO TO 1 
RETURN 
END 

s 

SUBROUTINE 5TRIPZCKW, R, X> 
RERL KW 
IF<KW> 1,2,3 

1 k»RITE<10, 20> 
20   FORMAT<' KW NL-ATIVE. 

KW=0. 
2 R=0. 

X=0. 
RETURN 

3 IFCKW. GT. 20. > GO TO - 
CALL POWERKKW, R, X> 
RETURN 

4   CRLL RSVMPZ<KW, R, X> 
RETURN 
END 

SET TO ZERO!'> 

SUBROUTINE RSVMPZ<Z, R, X, I> 
RERL J0, Jl 
CRLL RBESIO<Z, 0, J0, V0> 
CRLL RBESIOCZ, 1, Jl, VI> 
CRLL STRUMD<Ü, SO, SI, I > 
P=l. 57079632/ 
R=Z* <Jl*<P*V0+S0 >-J0*<P*VI+S1> > 
X=Z+ <V0*S1-V1+S0>+1. /<P*Z > 
RETURN 
END 

5-7 
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SUBROUTINE POWERZ<KW, P, Q, I> 
DOUBLE PRECISION R, X, R, B, C, D, E, G, S 
RERL KN 
R=0. 
X=0. 

fl=5. D-l+KW 
B=fi+R 
G= 577215664901533DO + DLOG<R> 
1=1 
K=0 
S=0. 
C=l. 

K=K+1 
1 = 1+1 
KP=K+1 
K2-K+KP 

D=<2. D0*KP>/K2 
S=S+1. D0/K 
C=-C+B/<K*KP> 

E=C,'K2 
R=R+E 

X=X+E*<S-G+D-1. /D> 
IF<DRBS<E>. GT. 1. D-8>  GO TO 1 
P=fi+<1. +R> 
Q=KW*. 3183098862+<1. 5-G+X> 
RETURN 
END- 

SUBROUTINE STRUMD<Z, SO, SI, I> 
DOUE'.LE PRECISION R, B, C, D, X, XL 
1=1 
K=l 
R=l. DQ/Z 
B=R+R 
C=-R+B 
X=C 
K=K+2 

1 = 1+1 
XL=X+K+R 
B=B+XL 
X=-XL+K+R 
C=C+X 
D=-DRBS <:<::> 
IF<<D. GT. 1. D-8X RND. <DRBS X' >. GT. D>> GO TO 1 
SO =c 
S1=B 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE  FIBESICKZ, N, J, V> 
REAL  J 
DOUBLE  PRECISION  D, P, Q, X, XL, W 
M=4*N+N 
1=1 

K=l 
P=l. D8 
W=DBLE<-  125/Z> 
Q=U*<l-n> 
X=-Q 

1 = 1+1 
K=K+2 
X=X*<W+<K*K-M>>/I 
XL=X 
P=P-X 

1 = 1+1 
K=K+2 
X=X*CW*<K*K-W>>/I 
Q=Q-X 
D=DRBS<X> 
IF<<D. GE. 1. D-8X RND. (DflBS<XL>. GT. D>>   GO  TO  1 
X=DBLE<Z>-1. 570796Z2t.7949D0*<FLQRT<N>+. 5> 
W=DSIN<X> 
XL=DCOSCX> 
V=SQRTC 63661977237/Z::- 
J=-V*<P*XL-Q*N> 
V=V*<p*W+Q*XL) 
RETURN 
END 
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2.0  Program Variable Dictionary 

A Actual air gap thickness (under electret influence) 

AO Original air gap thickness 

B Half Beam width (radian) 

BW Beam width (degrees) 

C kw//2 

CAOI AO/EA, C "   where C   is the capacitance of the air/adhesive layer 
2       a 

per mit area (m /F) 

2 
CE EE/D  Cap/unit area of electret layer (F/m ) 

CEI 1/CE 

COI C "   = CEI + A/EA, total inverse capacitance/unit area after static 

displ. 

COOI C  ~   CEI + CAOI, total original inverse cap unit area 

CT T2C o 

CUR u> S} o |, drive current 

CURR wu>|a|, receiver current per unit exposed length 

C2 T2C   - 2K 

D Electret layer thickness (m) 

DA Density of air/adhesive layer (Kg/m ) 

DB No. dB down for beam-width calculation 

DC Density of the moving conductor (kg/m ) 

DF Frequency sweep increment (kHz) 
Q 

DJ Density of jacket material (kg/m ) 

DL 6, the factor by which the stiffness of the air adhesive layer exceeds 

that of air 

DLT TT/180 

DM Mechanical damping (Pa/m/s) per unit area 

DT ZeZxn - T2 
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2.0  (Continued) 

E Driving voltage of ideal source (V) 

EA e   Dielectric constant of air/adhesive layer (F/m) a 

EE e   Dielectric constant of electret layer (F/m) 
e 

-19 
EO €o = 8.854 x 10 A* (F/m) 

EP Receiver output voltage across load (V) 

EPM Max. EP at frequency ETOF with source-imped. EPR + EP 

ETO Overall efficiency ETOM = Max. ETO at freq. ETOF with source- 

imped, ETOR + ETOX 

F Operating Frequency (Hertz) 

FL Lower frequency limite of scan (Hz) 

FH Upper frequency limit of scan (Hz) 

F2 Function which vanishes at frequency of maximum radiation efficiency 

F3 Rate of change of F2 with respect to u> 

FDR Function which vanishes at frequency of zero input reactance 

FK . 001  F frequency in kilo hertz 

FR F(9)/F(6) used in Newton -Faphson iteration for beam width 

calculation 

GAMMA        T = l. 4 for air 

1(5) Control index vector 

J Jacket thickness (m) 

JF Frequencv scan control integer 
YP0 

K Mechanical stiffness of air/adhesive layer per unit area = 6-^— 

ÖYPQfor ZSOL 

(JÜW KW kw = -—acoustic size paramter 

L Tape length (m) 

LS Series inductance for matching conjugate input impedance 

MO M, Effective moving mass/unit area (kg/m ) 
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2.0  (Continued) 

MOOM 

OC 

OCS 

OM 

OM2 

P 

PA 

PI 

PO 

PS 

Px 

QC 

QE 

QEZ 

QO 

RA 

RAD 

REA 

REE 

FF 

RI 

RIN 

RL 

RM 

ROC 

RS 

Temporary variable 

p„ , moving conductor density (kg/m^) 

Open circuit sensitivity (dB re I V/Pa) 

tt) = 2TT T ~ radian frequency 

a,2 

Target related pressure at tape (Pa) 

Acoustic power radiated (W) 

TT = 3.14159265 

-5 Atmospheric pressure = 1.013 x 10     (Pa) 

Magnitude of pressure on tape due to radiation 

Maximum radiated pressure (on axis) Pa 

First order solution for charge (C) 

2 
Electret charge density, given (C/m ) 

QE for ZOSOL (C/m2) 

" VeCoo =   lst guess for Z0S0L (°/m2) 

Real part of acoustic radiation impedance 

RA + D (Pa-s/m) 

Relative dielectric constant of air/adhesive layer 

Relative dielectric const, of electret material 

Mechanical resonance frequency at which RM=0 (Hz) 

Real part of drive current = -w 3 Im(a)(A) 

Real part of input impedance of tape 

Real part of source/electrical load impedance 

Real part of Z_ m 

Characteristic acoustic impedance of air = 407 (Pa/m/s) 

Resistance of source 
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2,0  (Continued) 

2 S Area of transducer, wt(m ) 

SB six (B) 

SI Intermediate storage for axial pressure calculation 

SM Intermediate storage for axial pressure calculation 

SOM Sw 

bfS 20 log Joutput voltage of receiver for reflected pressure on length lp/ 

reflected pressure] 

SSM Max. SS at freq. SSF with source imped. SSR + SSXi 

T Transduction coefficient, o/e   (V/m) a 

TD Target to tape separation (m) 

TL Target length (m) 

TLD TL/TD 

TR Target pressure reflectivity 

TZ2 T2/IZIJ 

T2 T2 

V Magnitude of partical velocity of diaphragm, w|x | (m/s) 

VE QE *CEI  The voltage across the electret required to maintain the 

surface charge in the absence of other layers 

VG Voltage transfer ratio, output voltage/input voltage (dB) 

x |xc| 

XA Imaginary  part of radiation impedance (Pa-s/m) 

XARA XA2* RAD2 

XC Complex particle displacement of diaphragm 

XIN Reactive part of tape input impedance 

XL Electrical reactance of source/electrical loo/* 

XM IrniZ^) (Pa-s/m) 

XO ^€a^a ror EOSOL, zerom order diaphragm displacement (m) 
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2.0 (Continued) 
2 

ZE Blocked frequency-and area multiplied electrical impedance (fi- m /s) 

ZIN Electrical input impedance of tape (ti) 

ZL Source (load) impedance of drive (receiving) electronics 

ZM Open-circuited frequency-multiplied mechanic al impedance/unit area 

ZT System transfer impedance = output voltage/input current (dB re 1 ß) 
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APPENDIX C 

Radiation Impedance of a Baffled Infinite Strip 

Because oi ehe importance of its effect on ultrasonic radiation, it was felt 

necessary to develop a good understanding of the impedance the medium presents to 
1-4 

the strip (tape).   Several authors        have published derivations for the radiation 

impedance of an infinite strip set flush into a rigid plane and radiating into a half 

space.   J. W. Miles   (1948) appears to have besn the first to publish.   He uses a 

general variational method to solve for the acoustic field in the half space beyond a 

circular baffled aperture resulting from a plane axial wave (propagating along the 

cylinder terminated by the aperture).   Although he confuses admittance with impedance, 

it is clear from the context that he is really talking about impedanc3.   He goes on to 

apply the method to the infinite slot which is of interest here.   His express!^ for the 

ratio of pressure to particle velocity (specific acoustic impendance) is (using t=kw, 

the dimensionless acoustic size parameter): 

Z^PCC rH<2W-H<2>(l)+a-] a) J0     O 1 TTL V   ' 

(2) where H^    is the zeroth order Hankel function of the second kind.   The other three 

references use different approaches to arrive at this same relation (though Reference 2 

leaves out a term in its Eq. 25 for X).   References 2 and 3 get rid of the integral by 

using the identities 

H?)(&)fcJo(l,",NoW 

I H« m - itn« w +f [H?> wsoW - if BIW3 } 

where S   and S, are the zeroth and first order Struve function,   'flius, the real part 
o 1 

of the normalized radiation impedance is given by 

jj " r = t J0(i)[l- 7-8^)3 + J^)li j- S0W - 1 1 (2) 

and the normalized reactive part of the specific acoustic impedance is 
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Radiation Impedance of a Baffled Infinite Strip (Continued) 

These can be evaluated for low values of t by the power series expression for the 

Bessel and Struve function they contain.   For large values the power series 

expressions require so many terms that round-off errors produce blow-up (rapid 

arror increase). 

First consider the real part of 1)  The power series forms of J   and J, are well 

kno-.vn.   Performing the integration term by term and combining the series for 

the two functions in the real part of 1) we get 

v2k+l 3       5 
JL-LAÜ4 

k=o 

v^  / ik/   /ov2k+l                 3        5              7 _ \     (-1 (v/2) _L_       i        t _L  
r    «   kl(k+l)j(2k+l)     2   "  48      1920   " 129024 (4) 

Clearly this series converges rapidly for v < 1. 

Similarly, we develop a small i approximation for x from 1) by using the identity 

0     n( ° 2 k=l (kl)2 | 

k      -1 

The integration I ^ then performed term by term using the power series form of J 

to yield 

*     ° I * k=l (kl/(2k+l) l       k    Zte+1   ) 

where 8 is Euler's constant = . 5772 ... 

Using this isi the imaginary part of 1) and combining terms we get finally: 

*      i    AT     (~l)k(v/2)2k      r *    i   >^ ■ 2(k+D      2k+l 11      „. 
"' "kfr + fe kl A'(2k^i) [> -»-^^a^i    "Sg^J)    <5) 

Equations 4 and 5 are power series approximations for the resistive and reactive 

parts of the normalized radiation impedance of an infinite strip.   Note that the terms in 

the summations in these equations have many common factors.   This makes the computer 

generation of r and x for small v very simple compared to evaluating (2) and (3) 

by generating the bessel and Struve functions.   These expressions are believed 

to be derived here for the first time. 
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Radiation Impedance of a Baffled Infinite Strip (Continued) 

However, we also need expressions valid for large L.   This is done in a 

straight forward manner by using the well known assymptotic senes expression 

(for large argon ent) for the Struve function in equation (2) and (3).   This process 

is simplified by defining the auxiliary functions: 

k  JL 2 -   (-ir-Tf (2j-i)2 

■L-* H,«-^ —pr 
k 2 

and ^-(2k-l)k * (2J-X) 

1 fc=0 z.2**2 

The large argument Struve function expressions are then: 

S   =N   +i-(i + Q ) o       o     n v z,      ^o' 

and 

Bj-Nj+l-a + Q,) 

and the real and imaginary parts of the large L radiation impedance of a baffled 

irfinite strip can be reduced to 

r=t [J^O tf-NoW + Qo(z)] -V^jN^ + Q^)]) («) 

X = i [ N^Q^t) - N1(6)Qo(l) J +T-^ (7) 

The advantage of these expressions for large arguments is mainly that the assymptotic 

series forms of the Bessel function JQ» JJ.NQ and N! (and aiso for Q0 a*10" Qx) require 

few terms to achieve optimum accuracy. 

Equations 4, 5 and 6,7 represent thn desired impedance for small and large 

arguments respectively.   To find out whei     should be considered large, we coded and 

tested both sets of algorithms.   We find th*   "he crossover should occur for i between 

16 and 30.   It takes 44 terms of the power series approximation to generate the 

impedance at i - 30 but only 4 terms for the assymptotic method to achieve the same 

accuracy.   At i    16, 9 terms is optimum for the assymptotic series but 26 terms are 

required for the power series.   The power series produces the best accuracy for i < 30. 
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Radiation Impedance of a Baffled Intinits Strip (Continued) 

If speed were much more important than accuracy, then we could crossover at v = 2 

(and still achieve < 0.1 % accuracy).   We used i = 20 for the crossover. 

Fig. C-l shows the calculated real and imaginary parts of the normalized 

radiation impedance of an infinite baffled strip.   It should be noted that at low v the 

real part is proportional to t.   However, the imaginary part falls off with -zJni*, 

i.e., more slowly.   This means that the dominant acoustic load on the strip at low 

frequencies is the mass reactance of the surrounding fluid. 

The accession to inertia (mass loading) per unit length is given by 

w    wpcx 

where w = tape width 

w - radian frequency 

p = medium density and 

c - propagation velocity 

At low frequencies we Lave (from 5) 

2 
m -i2L.[|- a-tafe] 

2 - i 2 " <8) 

If we consider this much added mass/unit length to be contained within a layer of 

wicJi w and thickness A on top of the tape, we see chat the thickness is 

(9) A- = L!  -1-*.$) 

Interestingly, this thickness of the effective mass load/unit length increases as 

frequency decreases \s is shown by Table C-l. 

Table C-l 

Thickness of Effective Mass Load at Low Frequencies 

  
Dimensionless  , 

lew Frequency ID"5 IG"4 IG"3 .0! .05 . 1 .5 

Dimensionlass A , 
Thickness         /w 

—  

4.49 3.45 2.71 1.98 1.47 1.25 0.730 
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Appendix C:   Radiation Impedance of a Baffled Infinite Strip (Continued) 

As one would expect, the thickness of the entrained fluid for a strip and for a 

cylinder approach the same values at low frequencies if the width of the strip, 

w = na, the semiperimenter of the cylinder. 
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APPENDIX D 

Other Computer Model Plots 

The computer model outputs include plots of a number of parameters not 

examined in detail in the main text.   Some of these for sample Dl are included 

in this appendix. 

The parameters defining design Dl are: 

Length: 35 mm        Width:   8 mm 

Jacket Thickness: 16 /im, Material Mylar 
Outer Conductor - Thickness:   9 /xm, Material Aluminum 

Air Gap - Thickness: 100 jicm, Material Air 

Electret - Thickness: 508 ixm, Material FEP Teflon, Charge:   30 /xC/m2 

Damping Constant:   5000 Pa-s/m 

Target length:   .4m, Height: 1 m, Pressure Reflectivity: F0% 
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Figure D-8.   Drive Current vs. Mechanical Damping Constant 
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